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ABSTRACT 

Marios Nobre (b. Recife, Brazil, 1939) is one of the most prominent Brazilian 

contemporary composers. He is the recipient of twenty-six national and international 

awards, and has received commissions from prestigious institutions and organizations. 

Nobre was influenced by the folk music of Northeast Brazil, where he was bom 

and grew up. A national identity is evident in his music, although the composer does not 

use familiar patterns from national idioms. The musical texture of bis works is filled with 

rhythmic ostinatos, sjmcopations, cross-rhythms, and irregular displaced accents inserted 

in a tegular metrical structure; all of these are derived from folk rhythms. The most 

frequent reminders of folk melodic material in Nobre's music are modal scales and short 

pentatonic melodies. 

Nobre received training from the leading composers of two opposing schools: in 

1960 he studied with Koellreutter (b. Freiburg, Germany, 1915), the founder of the 

twelve-tone movement in Brazilian music, and in 1961 he was a disciple of Camargo 

Guamieri (1907-1994), one of the defenders of Brazilian musical nationalism. Nobre has 

never adopted either one of these aesthetic positions. His eclectic background also includes 

studies with Ginastera, Messiaen, Malipiero, Copland, Dallapiccola, Alexander Goehr, and 

Gunther Schuller. Nobre was influenced as well by the nationalistic theories of the 

Brazilian musicologist M^irio de Andrade (1893-1945). 

This study examines five selected solo piano works composed by Nobre in 

different style periods: Nazarethiana, op. 2 (1960), Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, op. 12 

(1963), Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, op. 22 (1966), Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, op. 40 

(1973), and "Frevo" (1977-1985) from Ciclo Nordestino No. 4, op. 43. The analysis of 

these works describes the evolution of the musical language in his piano music by 
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demonstrating the shifting proportion of folk and popular musical elements relative to 

contemporary compositional procedures. Nobre's early style includes tonal pieces that lely 

heavily on melodic and rhythmic elements finm folk and popular music. Di later works he 

combines elements from different contemporary compositional techniques; melodic folk 

materials are no longer observed, but national identity remains present through rhythmic 

characteristics which are carried over and developed into his later sQ^le. 
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PREFACE 

Every Brazilian-bom musician has knowledge of the rich musical heritage of his/her 

country. Qasses on the history of Brazilian music are in every curriculum of music 

schools there, and works by Brazilian composers are obligatory in the performance 

programs of all conservatories and in every music competition held in the country. 

Following this tradition, I have studied and performed works by composers from my 

country since my undergraduate training. Contemporary Brazilian music has especially 

been fascinating from that time, appealing to me as part of my own environment and 

heritage. 

My contact with the composer Marios Nobre began in 1994 with my request for 

scores of some of his works. A closer smdy of these scores compelled me to study his 

music further. I am grateful for Nobre's consideration in responding promptly to my 

letters, granting me an interview, sending scores, and sharing information about his music 

and his philosophy of composition. These materials constituted a vital primary source for 

this study. I also had the great honor of having Nobre present at my doctoral lecture-

recital, held on 1 April 1997 in Crowder Hall at the University of Arizona. At this event, I 

presented the main ideas of this document and performed the selected works, inspired by 

this special guest seated in the front row. 

In this document, the following conventions are followed: 

Titles of movements of the selected works are inserted in quotes, specifically to 

differentiate movements named after folk dances from the original Brazilian folk Han res 

—for example, "Coco I," the second movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, and the coco 

folk dance. 
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Most of the quotes are in Portuguese, taken from my correspondence with Nobre, 

our interview, and books by Brazilian musicologists; a few quotes are in Spanish or 

French, taken from published interviews with Nobre. All of these I translated into English 

giving the original in foomotes. 

In the annotated musical examples, intervals are labeled describing the quality and 

the size of the interval in this order. For example, a minor seventh is labeled m7, a major 

third M3, and a perfect fourth P4; tritones are labeled TT. 

Chord sonorities are labeled describing the triad type and the subsequent intervals. 

For example, EMm^ refers to a chord with a major triad and a minor seventh over E (E, G-

sharp, B, D). 

Harmonic functions are labeled with roman numerals in upper case for major 

chords, and lower case for minor chords. For example, the symbol iv refers to a minor 

subdominant chord, and IV to a major subdominant chord. 

To specify octave register, I adopt the system which calls the C two octaves below 

middle C "Great C." 

In references to specific places in the musical scores, regular arabic numerals refer 

to measure numbers and subscript arabic numerals refer to beats. For example, m. ISj 

indicates the third beat of measure fifteen. 

Nobre holds the copyright for all his works, and the musical examples taken from 

the selected works are reprinted in this document with his permission. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL BACKGROUND 

A. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 

This study examines the development of Marios Nobre's (b. Recife, Brazil, 1939) 

compositional style in his solo piano music. Nazflrethiana, op. 2 (1960), Toccatina, 

Ponteio e Final, op. 12 (1963), Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, op. 22 (1966), Homenagem a 

Arthur Rubinstein, op. 40 (1973), and "Frevo" (1977-1985) from Ciclo Nordestino No. 4, 

op. 43, constitute the principal materials for this study, as they represent Nobre's different 

style periods in the genre of solo piano. In these five works, the proportional shift of 

elements from Brazilian folk and popular music relative to twentieth-century contemporary 

features delineates the evolution of the composer's style in this genre. Nobre's early works 

include tonal pieces that rely heavily on melodic and rhythmic elements from Brazilian folk 

and popular music. In later works he combines elements from different contemporary 

compositional techniques, such as atonal and twelve-tone procedures, expressing national 

identity through rhythmic characteristics which are carried over and developed into his later 

style. 

An explanation of the historical background of Brazilian music in the composer's 

lifetime is necessary to place Nobre in the musical setting of his country and to establish his 

importance in the evolution of Brazilian music. The next chapter only briefly describes this 

topic, as even a general description of the music of each composer would be outside the 

scope of this study. The main figures are cited, with a description of the general 

characteristics of different generations of composers. 
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Nobie's first catalogued works date from 1959, the year Brazil lost its most 

important musical personality, Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959), the founder of nationalism 

in Brazilian music. Since then, many events have disturbed the equilibrium of the musical 

scene there. The introduction of twelve-tone music in Brazil by the German composer 

Hans Joachim Koellieutter (b. 1915) in the late 1930s resulted in a confit>ntation between 

nationalistic and serial composers. This turbulent epoch culminated in 1950 with the 

publication of fiery letters from both sides, after which some disciples of Koellreutter 

returned to the nationalistic fold, newly armed with a background in other musical 

languages. More recendy, a variety of compositional techniques —including electronic 

music and musique concrete— has been developed in Brazil by contemporary composers. 

A close examination of the influences on Nobre's music as well as bis different 

periods of composition is essential to the understanding of his works. The composer was 

bora and grew up in Northeast Brazil, one of the regions with the richest musical folklore 

in the country. The development of bis music was heavily influenced by this folk idiom, 

specially through its rhythmic richness. Nobre also acknowledges influences from 

composers of all historical periods in his music, fix>m Bach and Mozart to Lutoslawski and 

Bartok. 

Nobre received training from the leading composers of the two opposing schools; 

in 1960 he studied with Koellreutter, and in 1960-61 he was a disciple of Camargo 

Guamieri (1907-1994), one of the defenders of Brazilian nationalism. Nobre stood apart 

from the division of the musical fraternity into nationalistic and twelve-tone camps, 

defending his own convictions and beliefs. His eclectic background also includes studies 

with Ginastera, Messiaen, Malipiero, Copland, and Dallapiccola at the Latin American 

Center in Buenos Aires, Argentina (1963-1964), and with Alexander Goehr and Gunther 

SchuUer at the Berkshire Music Center in Tanglewood (1969). Nobre was influenced as 

well by the nationalistic theories of Brazilian musicologist Mdrio de Andrade (1893-1945). 
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The composer himself divides his music into five style periods: 1959 to 1963, op. 1 

through 13; 1963 to 1968, op. 15 through 32; 1969 to 1977, op. 33 through 46; 1980 to 

1989, op. 47 through 73; and op. 74 on, since 1989. His first period of composition 

begins with tonal works, but toward the end of this early period Nobre already incorporates 

elements of atonality, poiytonality, and twelve-tone techniques in his musical language. In 

the second style period his compositions are directly influenced by his smdies in Argentina; 

twelve-tone procedures are used mote consistently here, in addition to aleatory music. The 

third style period integrates the processes assimilated in previous periods: serialism, 

aleatory, atonality, and poiytonality. The years preceding the final period, 1978 and 1979, 

were unproductive years, with no works written. In an 1979 interview the composer stated 

that at that time he felt "a new period" beginning -the fourth one—, and that he would 

produce freer and more mature music.' According to a recent letter to the author, a fifth 

period began in 1989. Since then, Nobre has written major works utilizing broader formal 

stmctures and a combination of traditional and contemporary musical elements.' 

Ethnomusicologist Gerard Blague calls Nobre "one of the most creative 

personalities in Brazilian composition since the 1960s."^ The composer is the recipient of 

twenty-six national and international awards and has received commissions from 

prestigious institutions and organizations. Of special note is the cantata The Discovery of 

Americas - Columbus for SATB choir, soloists (tenor, baritone, and bass), and orchestra, 

op. 77 (1990), commissioned by Spanish Ministry of Culture for the 500th Anniversary of 

the Discovery of America. The recent performances of several of Nobre's works at the 

' "Nueve Perguntas a Marios Nobre," Revista Musical Chilena 33, No. 148 (1979): 43. 

* Marios Nobre, lener to the author, 4 November 1996. 

^ Gerard B^gue, Heixor Villa-Lobos: The Search for Brazil's Musical Soul (Austin; Institute of 
Latin American Studies, University of Texas in Austin, 1994), xvii. 
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festival Sounds of America, which took: place in April 1996 at Carnegie Hall in New York, 

illustrate his increasing recognition. 

Very little has been written about Nobre's music. Only two thorough analyses of 

bis works have been published to date; Maria E. Guedes discusses the work 

Ukrimakrinkrin for voice, winds and piano, op. 17 (1964), in an article published in the 

Revista Musical Chiiena (1979); and Maria Lmza. Corker Nobre, the composer's wife, 

analyses Sonancias III for two pianos and percussion, op. 49, in an article published in 

Latin American Music Review (fall/winter 1994), This is a summary of Corker Nobre's 

dissertation written at the School of Music of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 

(Brazil). Two other dissertations have been completed about Nobre's works: one by 

Clarisse Graf, written at the School of Music in Vienna (Austria), also on Sonancias III, 

and a third dissertation by Raimundo Jose Viana Magalhaes, at the School of Music of the 

Federal University of Bahia State (Salvador, Brazil), on 16 Variagdes sobre urn Tema de 

Frutuoso Viana for piano, op. 8 (1962). 

Other than these materials, all that one can find is general information in books on 

Brazilian and Latin-American music, a few reviews of concerts and recordings, and a few 

published interviews with the composer. No research has been done to date on the stylistic 

development of Nobre's music. 

B. METHODOLOGY 

1. Selection of Works 

The selection of pieces was based on chronology and different periods of 

com[)osition, variety of musical language and compositional procedures, and variety of 

treatment of the folk and popular musical elements. 

Nazarethiana, op. 2 (1960), is an early piece firom Nobre's first style period. Its 

formal structure is an alternation of tonal material and linear sequences based on dissonant 
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hannonies, with a prevalence of tonaliQr. As suggested by the title, it shows the influence 

of Nazareth, considered by Nobre to be the most important popular composer from Brazil/ 

Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, op. 12 (1963), belongs to Nobre's first style period but 

already shows an advance in his musical language. In this work one can find influences of 

atonal techniques and twelve-tone music, although with clear tonal centers. According to 

the composer, Toccatina, Ponteio e Final exemplifies the development of musical language 

in his first period of composition, described by him as "an enlargement of the harmony 

through a progressive tonal expansion."^ 

The Ciclos Nordestinos are suites of short stylized dances based on folk songs and 

dances of Northeast Brazil. These works are characterized by folk music elements: 

modality, polyphonic texture, short pentatonic melodic segments, and syncopated 

ostinatos. Cicio Nordestino No. 3, op. 22 (1966), one of the selected works, belongs to 

Nobre's second period of composition. 

Nobre composed Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, op. 40 (1973), in his third style 

period. As in the other works from this time, the musical language combines elements 

from several contemporary compositional procedures, with influences from atonal and 

twelve-tone techniques. The piano writing of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein is 

virmosic, utilizing pedal effects and the fiill range of the keyboard. Rhythmic patterns from 

folk music are also present here, though less frequendy; no folk melodic materials are. 

"Frevo" (1977-1985) was completed by Nobre in his fourth period of 

composition. It is the last movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 4, op. 43, and the only 

movement of this suite completed to date. Comparing "Frevo" with an earlier Ciclo such as 

•* "Nueve Perguntas," 41. 

' Ibid., 43-44. 
ampliando el campo harmonico mediante una progressiva expansion (onal. 
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No. 3 selected in this study, one can observe the evolution in the use of folk music 

elements by Nobre, as well as factors of sQrlistic development in the suites Ciclos 

Nordestinos. After "Frevo" Nobre has not composed for solo piano.^ 

2. Analysis of the Selected Works 

The examination of each work focuses on two features: identification of both 

traditional and contemporary compositional procedures, and elements derived from 

Brazilian folk and popular musical. The only direct quotation from folk material among the 

selected works is found in "Capoeira," the first movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3. In 

the other works, folk elements are identified through comparison of Nobre's music with 

rhythm, melody, texture, and formal schemes of original folk materials. 

Nobre combines elements from several compositional materials in his solo piano 

works; tonality and expanded tonality, chromaticism, quartal harmonies, bitonality, modal 

scales, atonality, twelve-tone techniques, clusters, impressionistic pedal effects, and 

percussion of the hand on the wooden part of the instrument. However these procedures, 

in particular twelve-tone techniques, are not applied strictly. In solo piano works Nobre 

never composes with a row. Influences of serial techniques appear instead through other 

features, such as relationships between completion of aggregates and phrase structure. 

These procedures ate identified in this document through a variety of analytical 

methods. Functional harmonic analysis is used in Nazarethiana and "Frevo," both 

predominantly tonal. In Ciclo Nordestino No. 3 Nobre makes consistent use of bitonality, 

which also requires chordal analysis. Tonal centers are identified as well through 

reiteration of pitches, accented notes, shaping of phrases, register, and polyphonic texture. 

Set theory is used in the analysis of Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, and Homenagem a Arthur 

* For a complete list of solo piano works by Marios Nobre see appendix I. 
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Rubinstein, where one can observe intervals as a structural device. In these two works, the 

verification of completion of aggregates is employed to relate aggregates and phrase 

structure. In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, influences of twelve-tone techniques are 

identified also through comparison of order of pitches among related aggregates and 

motives. 

Nobre explores rhythm mainly through rhythmic variations of themes, ostinato 

patterns, hemiolas, syncopations, and cross-rhythms. These are examined through 

rhythmic comparison of different statements of the same theme, and comparison of 

rhythmic patterns with metric stmcture and with ostinato figures as parallel layers. In 

Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, the continuously varied metric grouping requires an 

examination of the metric structure of the work, including variation of the basic composite 

rhythm, patterns of grouping short-note values, and placement of accents. 

The formal structures of all the selected works clearly follow traditional schemes, 

including two-part and three-part forms, two-part invention, fugue, and rondo forms. The 

only work from the selection where the division of sections is ambiguous is Homenagem a 

Arthur Rubinstein, although it is still based on an ABA' form. 

3. Sources on Brazilian Folk Music 

Several materials on Brazilian folk music are available, although a complete 

anthology has yet to be written. Gerard Blague is still correct in his 1982 assertion that in 

the field of Brazilian music "questions dealing with codification of repertoires, song and 

rhythmic relationship to belief systems and practices, music as part of religious behavior, 

music as performance understood in ethnographic terms, are all open for investigation."^ 

^Gerard B6hague, "Ecuadorian, Peruvian and Brazilian Ethnomusicology: a General View," Latin 
American Music Review 3, No.l (spring/summer 1982): 25. 
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The books by Andrade represent the most complete study of Brazilian musical 

folklore published so far. For this research. Dongas Dramdticas do Brasil (1959) and 

Musica de Feitigaria no Brasil [Witchcraft Music in Brazil] (1963) were particularly useM, 

as they include descriptions of folk dances represented as stylized versions in the selected 

works, such as candomble? Ensaio sobre a Musica Brasileira [Essay on Brazilian Music] 

(1962) is Andrade's most important book on his ideology of nationalism. It was an 

important source to this study because it made such an impression on Nobre and influenced 

him when he was still a young composer. 

The book Estudos de Folclore (1934) by Luciano Gallet is an early but still notable 

source for Brazilian folk music. It contains few musical examples, but the general 

procedures Gallet presents for classifying dances are valuable. Another traditional source 

is the second edition of the book Historia da Musica Brasileira (1942) by Renato Ahneida. 

Besides the evolution of Brazilian art music, Almeida also discusses Brazilian popular and 

folk music, describing influences, instruments, and dances, with musical examples 

included. Oneyda Alvarenga, a disciple of Andrade, is the author of Musica Popular 

Brasileira (2nd ed., 1982), in which she discusses all the Brazilian folk dances and 

provides characteristic musical examples. In the book Folclore Nacional (1964), Maynard 

Araiijo describes all of the Brazilian folk dances, with few but representative examples for 

each one. 

The only folk dance for which there is a catalog is the coco. Oneyda Alvarenga 

organized and edited the material coQected by Andrade during his trips to northeastem 

Brazil. The result is the book Os Coco5 (1984), an anthology of 245 cocas, each one with 

its score, lyrics, provenance, performance observations, and classification according to the 

lyrics. Altimar de Alencar Pimentel also organized an anthology of thirty cocos, O Coco 

* For definitions of Brazilian folk dances see the glossary of terms in appendix 2. 
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Praieiro [The Coco from, the Beach] (1978). The infonsation included is similar to that of 

Alvarenga's. These were valuable in identifying the influences from folk music in the 

second and fourth movements of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, "Coco F and "Coco H." 

Another dance, the capoeira, is discussed in detail in Capoeira Angola - Ensaio 

S6cio-Etnogr<^co [Capoeira Angola - A Sociological and Ethnographic Essay] (1968) by 

Waldeloir Rego, including instrumentation, origins, historical considerations, as well as 

features of the dance itself. Unfortunately, only the lyrics of the collected capoeiras are 

included; no musical scores are. 

Cesar Guerra-Peixe's book Maracatus do Rectfe (1955) is a valuable source for this 

dance. Although no work discussed in this study is direcdy based on maracatu, this is a 

northeastern folk dance which heavily influenced Nobre's music. Also by Guerra-Peixe 

are the articles on northeastern folk dances "Os Caboclinhos do Recife" (1966) and 

"Zabumba, Orquestra Nordestina" [Zabumba, Northeastem Orchestra] (1970), both 

published in Revista Brasileira de Folclore.̂  

' The other sources listed in the reference section give general information on the folk dances, 
though no musical scores are included. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: BRAZILIAN MUSIC 

IN MARLOS NOB RE'S LIFETIME 

A. THE MUSICAL NATIONALISM OF HEITOR 

VILLA-LOBOS AND ITS FOLLOWERS 

Brazilian musicologists consider Heitor Villa-Lobos to be a major figure in the 

development of Brazilian music. Vasco Mariz states; 

The works of Heitor Villa-Lobos occupy a major position in the history of Brazilian 
music, dividing it into two periods. He was t^ creator of Brazilian national music 
and remains our most important composer. Villa-Lobos did not create a school of 
composition. If he had done so, he wouldn't have had time to teach. But his music 
is a guide for every Brazilian composer and his influence remains very evident, 
even among the young avant-garde composers.'" 

The creation of a national musical style had been attempted before by Brazilian 

composers, such as Carlos Gomes (1836-1896), Brasflio Itibere da Kahn (1848-1913), 

Alberto Nepomuceno (1864-1920), and Alexandre Levy (1864-1892). They treated folk 

and popular themes as exotic elements juxtaposed with European traditional harmony, 

formal schemes, and texture. Villa-Lobos criticized these earlier attempts: "They were 

beautiful dolls made of biscuit, Chinese ceramic, celluloid or dough, with sweet Brazilian 

'® Vasco Mariz, Histdria da Musica no Brasil, 4th ed., (Rio de Janeiro; Editora Civiliza^ao 
Brasileira, 1994), 16L 
A posi^ao de Villa-Lobos na histdria da mijsica brasUetra € fundamental, porque sua obra a divide em dots 
perfodos. Ele foi o cnador da mtisica brasileira nacional e continua a ser nosso mais importante 
compositor. Entretanto, Villa-Lobos nao fez escola, pois nao dispunha de tempo para ensinar. Sua miisica 
e, por€m, um guia para todo o compositor brasileiro e sua influencia persiste, bem sensfvel, mesmo entre 
OS jovens musicos de vanguarda. 
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eyes, but dressed as foreigners."'' For him, folk elements were not exotic, but rather were 

the indispensable raw material for music: 

The people are the origin of all beautiful and noble things, including good music. 
What is a symphony if not the musical expression of people expressed by a 
composer? The real composer, even the most cosmopolitan one, expresses the soul 
of his/her people.'̂  

The fiery personalis of Villa-Lobos did not blend well into the academic 

environment. He quit the music conservatory and chose instead to travel around his 

country in search of the original Brazilian music. He used the material collected to 

compose his works in a very personal style, always transforming folk music elements. 

Villa-Lobos wrote more than a thousand works, all characterized by variety of procedures, 

profusion of ideas, and a unique spontaneity. His harmonic language includes 

juxtaposition of different modes and tonalities, block sonorities, non-resolved 

appoggiaturas, and dissonant chords, while his formal structures are generally rhapsodic. 

His most important works are seventeen string quartets (1915-1957), twelve symphonies 

(1916-1957), the series of twelve Choros (1921-1928), Noneto (1923), and the series of 

nine Bachiemas Brasileiras (1930-1945). 

Several Brazilian contemporaries of Villa-Lobos also wrote nationalistic music. 

Luciano Gallet (1893-1931) was a pioneer in the study of Brazilian folk music who used 

folk music elements in his works, such as Cemgoes Populares Brasileiras [Popular 

Brazilian Songs] (1924), and the suite Nhd Chico for piano (1927). Oscar Lorenzo 

" Cited in Presenqa de Villa-Lobos, vol. 5 (Rio de Janeiro; MEC, Museu Villa-Lobos), 116. 
Eram lindas bonecas de biscuit, barro chines, celuldide ou de mass a, com olbares temos de brasilienses, mas 
muito bem vestidas k maneira e costumes estrangeiros. 

Cited in Joao Carlos Ribetro, ed., O Pensamenro Vivo de Heitor Villa-Lobos (Sao Paulo: 
Martin Claret Editores, 1987), 13. 
O povo €, no fimdo, a origem de todas as coisas belas e nobres, inclusive da boa miisica. O que 6 uma 
sinfonia senao a expressao musical dos sentimentos de um povo expressada por um indivfduo? O 
compositor genufno, por mais cosmopolita que seja, € mais do que nada a expressao de um povo. 
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Fernandez's (1897-1948) early compositions were influenced by Impressionism and 

Romanticism, but his works written after 1923 are nationalistic in character, such as Trio 

Brasileiro (1924), Suite Sirtfonica Sobre Tres Temas Populates Brasileiros [Symphonic 

Suite on Three Popular Brazilian Themes] for orchestra (1925), the tone poem Imbapara 

(1929), and the opemMalazarte (1933). In these, Fernandez uses original folk and Indian 

melodies, as well as newly composed themes with a folk character. 

Francisco Mignone (1897-1986) is among most important Brazilian composers, 

with an enormous number of works composed in all genres and instrumentations. 

Although not all of his music is nationalistic, Mignone explored a variety of elements from 

Brazilian music, composing based on lundus, maxixes, maracatus, candomble songs, 

toadas, modinhas, and Brazilian waltzes. Some of his major nationalistic works ate four 

Fantasias Brasileiros for piano and orchestra (1929, 1931, 1934, 1936), the ballets 

Maracatu de Chico Rei (1933) and Batucaje (1936), and the piano works Lendas Sertanejas 

[Country Legends] (1923-1940) and Valsas de Esquina [Waltzes from the Street Comer] 

(1938-1943). Mignone experimented with twelve-tone techniques in his late choral works, 

such as Pequeno Oratorio de Santa Clam [Short Oratorio for Saint Qara] (1962) and 

several masses. Other composers of this nationalistic generation include Furio 

Franceschini (1880-1976), Frutooso Viana (1896-1976), Heckel Tavares (1896-1969), 

Emani Braga (1898-1948), and Souza Lima (1898-1982). 

Among Brazilian composers bom in this century, Camargo Guamieri (1907-1993) 

is considered to be one of the most important names. Mariz refers to him as "the most 

important name among contemporary Brazilian composers."'̂  Guamieri produced an 

enormous number of compositions, characterized by intimacy, lyricism, vitality. 

" Mariz, Histdria da Miisica, 291. 
(O musico Catnargo Guamieri)... foi o maior de todos os miisicos contemporaneos em nosso pais. 
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craftsmanship in polyphonic texnue, and refined writing. His use of national musical 

materials may be described as a sQrlization of Brazilian urban dances. Some of Guamieri's 

major works are the opera Pedro Malazarte (1932), Abertura Concertante [Concerto 

Overture] (1942), four symphonies (1944, 1945, 1952, 1963), and the orchestral suites 

Brasiliana (1950), Suite IV Centendrio (1954), and Suite Vila Rica (1958). He was also 

very active as a teacher, creating a school of composition whose students included major 

Brazilian composers, such as Teodoro Nogueira (b. 1913), Osvaldo Lacerda (b. 1927), 

Sergio Vasconcelos Correa (b. 1934), Marios Nobre, Aylton Escobar (b. 1943), and 

Almeida Prado (b. 1943). 

Several contemporaries of Guamieri also produced nationalistic music, such as 

Waldemar Henrique (b. 1905), Radames GnataUi (1906-1988), Jose Siqueira (1907-

1985), Luis Cosme (1908-1965), Vieira Brandao (b. 1911), and Aluisio Alencar Pinto (b. 

1912). The general tendency of their music is to avoid direct quotations from original folk 

music materials while using more advanced compositional techniques. 

Jose Siqueira developed his own compositional procedures calling them "Brazilian 

tri-modal" and "Brazilian penta-modal" systems, based on the modes, singing rhythm, and 

harmonies from folk music from Northeast Brazil. Some of his nationalistic works that 

make use of these techniques include a Cello Concerto (1952), the ballet Bumba meu Boi 

Pemambucano (1954), the cantata O Cavalo dos Deuses [The Gods' Horse] (1955), and a 

Violin Concerto (1957). 

Gnatalli's musical output is divided into two very distinct styles: music for soap 

operas and arrangements of popular music, and art music using advanced compositional 

procedures. As examples of his mote sophisticated works, Concertino for piano, flute, 

and string orchestra (1914) shows an advanced harmonic treatment, and Variations for 

piano, violin, and orchestra (1949) is based on an ordered row of pitches, although not 

following Schonberg's rules. 
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B. KOELLREUTTER AND THE (7/itAPOAfi/5/CA V/V^A 

Writets on the history of Brazflian music view 1937 as a turning point. In that 

year, the German conductor and composer Hans-Joachim Koellrsutter immigrated to 

Brazil. He became a musical leader, active as a composition teacher in the major cities of 

the country —Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Salvador (state of Bahia). Koellreutter 

introduced young Brazilian composers to avant-garde compositional techniques brought 

from Europe. The training he offered was based on the premises of freedom of 

expression, the development of each composer's individual personality, knowledge of all 

techniques of musical composition, and acquisition of a metier to satisfy the requirements 

of modem musical composition.'"^ Although not clear in his premises, Koellreutter's 

teaching tended to impose serial techniques. Students of him included Cesar Guerra-Peixe 

(1914-1993), Eunice Catunda (1915-1985), Claudio Santoro (1919-1989), Olivier Toni (b. 

1926), Esther Scliar (1926-1978), Edino Krieger (b. 1928), Roberto Schnorrenberg (b. 

1929), Damiano Cozzella (b. 1929), Nicolau Kokron (b. 1936), and Marios Nobre. 

In 1939, Kollreutter founded the Grupo Musica Viva, together with major 

personalities of Brazilian music at that time, such as Frutuoso Viana, Brasflio Itibere (1896-

1967), Luis HeitorCorreadeAzevedo(b. 1905), and LuizCosme (1908-1951). Activities 

of the group were centered in Rio de Janeiro and included concerts of works by 

Schonberg, Webem, Berg, as well as Koellreutter* s disciples, the publication of a 

magazine, and public lectures and radio programs in which their aesthetic ideas were 

defended. The document entitled Mantfesto de 1946 defined the philosophy of the group; 

Musica Viva defends the music which is eternally new, that is, a musical art 
that is a real expression of society and reality 

Musica Viva stimulates the creation of new musical forms which would 
correspond to the new ideas, expressed in a harmonic-contrapuntal musical 

Ibid., 295. 
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language based on a diatonic chromaticisni 
Musica Viva . . .  i s  a g a i n s t  f a l s e  n a t i o n a l i s m ,  w h i c h  p r i m a r i l y  d e f e n d s  

feelings of national superiority and stimulates egocentric and individualistic 
tendencies; these tendencies divide people and create destructive forces.'̂  

The primary aesthetic of this new group was the liberation from romantic 

procedures, favoring absolute music rather than programmatic music. At the other 

extreme, nationalistic composers saw Koellreutter's composition school as an aggressive 

challenge to Brazilian musical nationalism. By the middle of the century, specially between 

1950 and 1954, this conflict was the subject of fiery polemics. It culminated in Camargo 

Guamieri's letter dated 7 November 1950 entitled "Carta Aberta aos Mdsicos e Criticos do 

Brasil" [Public Letter to Brazilian Musicians and Music Critics]. This document, which 

was published in the major newspapers in the country, read: 

Throu^ this document I want to wam you of the great danger that threatens 
Brazilian musical culture 

This danger comes from the fact that many of our young composers . . . 
have let themselves be seduced by false progressive theories of music, orienting 
their works in the opposite direction from Ae true interests of Brazilian music. 

Introduced in Brazil a few years ago . . . twelve-tone techniques received 
here a ready acceptance 

The twelve-tone technique ... is a characteristic expression of cultural 
deterioration caused by politicians. It is a path derived from . . . cosmopolitanism 
and it threatens us with its deforming shades and with its hidden goal of destroying 
our national character. 

Twelve-tone music is, generally speaking, a product of old cultures. ... It 
is musical chemistry, architecture, mathematics ... but it is not music 

I can accept that this false music has followers in decadent civilizations and 
cultures, where all the original sources of folklore are exhausted ... but not here in 
native America and especially in Brazil, where a new people with a rich creative 

Cited in IbicL, 300-301. 
Musica Viva... combate pela musica que revela o eternameate novo, isto €•. por uma arte musical 

que seja a expressao real da dpoca e da sodedade 
Musica Viva estimulari a cria^o de novas fonnas musicais que conespondam ^ iddias novas, 

expressas numa linguagem musical contrapontfsdca-harmonica e baseada num cromadsmo diatdnico 
Miisica Viva... combate, per outre, o falso nacionalismo em musica, isto 6: aquele que exalta 

sentimentos de supenoridade nacionalista na sua essenda e estimula as rend^ndas egocentricas e 
individualistas que separam os homens, originando for^as disiuptivas. 
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power has the potential for a great futaie, to be constructed with their own hands. 
. . . Our country has one of the richest folklore traditions in the world, which is 
almost ignored by many Brazilian composers. 

At the end of the 1950s the group Musica Viva disbanded, and several of 

Koellreutter's students abandoned the ideas of twelve-tone technique in favor of musical 

nationalism. A controversial figure in the history of Brazilian music, Koellreutter is 

criticized for his attempt to impose imported compositional processes on young Brazilian 

composers, but is acclaimed for bringing knowledge of avant-garde music to the country. 

C. THE POST-NATIONALIST GENERATION 

Several Brazilian composers active in the second half of this century choose an 

eclectic approach, combining and alternating between nationalism and avant-garde 

aesthetic. Claudio Santoro was a disciple of Koellreutter for a year and a half (1940-41), 

although he was already composing dodecaphonic music before this training. In 1948 he 

abandoned twelve-tone techniques to write nationalistic music. Santoro's works produced 

in this new style period are eclectic in nature, combining traditional formal schemes. 

Cited in Jos£ Maria Neves, Musica Contemporanea Brasileira (Sao Paulo; Ricordi Brasfleira, 
I98I). 121-122. 

Atrav^s deste documento, quero alen^i-los sobre os enonnes perigos que, neste momento, atnea^am 
profiindamente a cultura musical brasileira 

Esses perigos pcovgm do fato de muitos dos nossos jovens compositores . . . estarem se deixando 
seduzir por falsas teorias progressistas da miisica, orientando a sua obra nascente num sentido contr^o ao 
dos verdadeiros interesses da musica brasileira. 

Introduzido no Brasil poucos anos — o Dodecafonismo encontrou aqui ardorosa acolhida... 
Assim pois, o dodecafonismo uma expressao caracteriistica de uma polftica de degenerescencia 

cultural, um ramo adventfcio ... do Cosmopolitismo que nos amea^a com suas sombras deforaiantese tem 
por objetivo oculto um lento e pemicioso trabalbo de destrui^ao do nosso cardter nacional. 

O dodecafonismo 6  assim, de um ponto de vista mais geral, produto de culturas superadas . . .  6  
qufinica, 6 arquitetura, 6 matem^tica da musica mas nao 6 miisica 

Que essa nossa pretensa musica encontre adeptos no seio de civilizagoes e culturas decadentes, onde 
se exaurem as fontes originals do folclore ...vi. W. Mas que nao encontre acolhida aqui, na America nativa 
e especialmente no Brasil, onde um povo novo e rico de poder criador tem todo um grandioso porvir 
nacional a construir com as prdprias maos!... O nosso pa£s possui um folclore musical dos mais ricos do 
mundo, quase totalmente ignorado por muitos dos compositores brasileiros. 
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contrapuntal textures, atonality, pantonaii^, original tone-coloring effects, and rhythmic 

drive from national music. Some examples are String Quartet No. I (1943), Symphony 

No. 2 (1945), Musica pam Cordas [Music for Strings] (1946), and Symphony No. 3 

(1947-1948). Santoro went back to composing serial music in the 1960s, combining 

twelve-tone procedures with proportional notation, aleatory procedures, micro-tuning, and 

electronic music. Works from this last non-nationalistic period are represented by String 

Quartets Nos. 6 and 7 (1963 and 1965), Cinco Esbogos [Rve Sketches] (1964-1965), and 

Interagdes Assintoticas (1969), both for orchestra. 

Guerra-Peixe began composing in a neoclassical style, but between 1944 and 1949, 

as a Koellreutter disciple, he adopted twelve-tone techniques. His serial works ate 

exemplified by String Trio (1945) and Suite for flute and clarinet (1949). In 1949 Guerra-

Peixe abandoned the Koellreutter group to research about folk music from Northeast 

Brazil. These smdies resulted in the publication of several articles and the book Maracatus 

do Recife (1955). Since then, he has written in a unique style that incorporates both serial 

techniques and nationalism. Some of his major nationalisdc works are Wind Trio (1948), 

Suite para Cordas [Suite for Strings] (1949), Abertura Solene [Solemn Overture] (1950), 

Symphony No. 2 - Brasilia (1960), Sonata No. 2 for piano (1967), and Metais e Percussao 

[Brass and Percussion] (1984). 

Edino Krieger began writing in a post-Romantic and Impressionistic style. In the 

late 1940s he turned to serial procedures influenced by Koellreutter, but beginning in 1952 

he adopted a nationalistic neoclassical musical language. Since 1965, Krieger has 

developed a personal style which blends dodecaphony, aleatory procedures, and 

neoclassicism. Some of his recent major works are Tres Imogens de Nova Frigurgo for 

harpsichord and strings (1988), and Romance Santa Cecilia for narrator, soprano, children 

chorus, and orchestra (1989). 
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Former students of Camaigo Guamieri who still follow the nationalistic aesthetic 

include Nilson Lombaidi (b. 1926), Osvaldo Lacerda (b. 1927), and Breno Blauth (b. 

1931). 

D. CURRENT MUSICAL TRENDS IN BRAZIL 

Several groups of composers were founded in the 1960s defending avant-garde 

music. They are: Grupo Musical Renovador in EUo de Janeiro, Sociedade Pro-Musica in 

Sao Paulo, Grupo Musica Nova in Santos (Sao Paulo state), and a group of composers of 

Bahia state. Their general tendency was toward experimentalism with contemporary 

techniques of composition, resulting in a diversification of musical languages. 

Composers from Sao Paulo, influenced by Stockhausen, Boulez, and Pousseur, 

have used electronic music, musique concrete, microtonal effects, serialism, mixed media, 

and sonic collage. They are represented by Gilberto Mendes (b. 1922), Rogerio Duprat (b. 

1932), and Willy Correa de Azevedo (b. 1939). Gilberto Mendes developed a highly 

original language, exemplified in his settings of Brazilian avant-garde poems to music. In 

his work Beba Coca-Cola [Drink Coca-Cola] for chorus (1966), he combines microtonal 

effects, talking, chanting, howling, shouting, and theatrical chorus. Rogerio Duprat's first 

compositions were atonal and serial, but in later works he incorporated musique concrete, 

electronic music, and mixed media. Some of Duprat's major works are Musica 

Experimental (1963) and Concerto Alimentar [Feeding Concerto] (1969). Willy Correa de 

Azevedo used some elements from Northeastern folklore in early works but later be tumed 

to serial techniques, electrotiic devices, and aleatory techniques. Examples of his most 

representative works are Um Movimento Vivo [An Alive Movement] for chorus (1962), 

Kitschs for solo piano (1968), and Und wozu Dichter in Durftiger Zeit [And Why Poets in 

this Poor Time] for soprano, string quartet, string bass, and guitar (1971-1972). 

Jose de Almeida Prado (b. 1943) is an independent composer from Sao Paulo who 

developed a personal musical language. In Brazil he studied with Guamieri and Osvaldo 
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Lacerda, both defenders of musical nationalism, and in 1963 Prado went to Europe to 

receive training ftom Gyoigi Ligeti, Lukas Foss, Nadia Boulanger, and Olivier Messiaen. 

Since 1965 he has developed a unique style of experimental music combining atonalism, 

timbral effects, serialism, rtiythmic modulations, transtonali^, sparse use of transformed 

folk elements, and rhythmic and timbral explorations. This musical language is 

exemplified in Livro Sonoro [Sonorous Book] for string quartet (1978), Cidade de Sao 

Paulo for orchestra (1981), and six collections of Cartas Celestes [Celestial Letters] for 

piano (1974-1982). Prado has composed sacred works with a mystical approach, such as 

the cantata Bendito da Paixao de Jesus de Nazare (1978), and Missa de Sao Nicolau for 

mixed chorus, soloists, and orchestra (1986). 

The Swiss-bom composer Ernst Widmer (1927-1990) was the founder of the 

group of composers of Bahia state. Widmer's compositions combine aleatory music, 

serialism, polytonality, chromatic clusters, and spatial-music effects. His work Rumos 

[Directions] for narrator, mixed chorus, orchestra, Smetak instruments," and tape, is 

known for the participation of the audience in performances, along with effects such as 

humming, shouting, whispering, hissing, blowing, and whistling. Widmer's disciples 

include Walter Smetak (b. 1913), Milton Gomes (b. 1916), Lindembergue Cardoso (b. 

1939), Fernando Cerqueira (b. 1941), Jamaiy de Oliveira (b. 1944), and Agnaldo Ribeiro 

(b. 1943). The music of this group is characterized by freedom of thought, a non-dogmatic 

approach to musical composition, and a high degree of experimentalism. 

Nobre, however, is an independent figure, defending his own musical aesthetic and 

affiliated with no groups. According to the composer, his first compositions arrived on the 

scene at a very propitious moment in Brazil, because of the recent death of Villa-Lobos, the 

Smetak instruments refer to the experimental instruments developed by the Swiss-bom 
composer Walter Smetak (b. 1913), who immigrated to Brazil and became a member of the group of 
composers of Bahia state. 
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decline of Koellieutter's school of composition, and a feeling of saturation of the melodic 

and rhythmic formulas directly borrowed from Brazilian folk music. In this atmosphere of 

expectation of new ideas, Nobre developed a unique and personal musical language, 

combining elements from contemporary music and elements from the music of the past 

with national identity but without direct quotations from folk melodies.'̂  

Nobre is considered a major personalis in contemporary Brazilian music. He has 

been very influential in his country holding various positions, including the Directorship of 

the National Music Instimte of FUNARTE (Rio de Janeiro), the Presidency of the Brazilian 

Academy of Music, and the Presidency of UNESCO's hitemational Music Council. He 

has achieved high recognition specially in the international scene, with premieres of his 

compositions in major artistic centers. As Behague states, "no other Brazilian composer of 

his generation has been able to gamer such an extraordinary recognition."'̂  

Marios Nobre, conversation with the author, Tucson, AZ, 31 March 1997. 

" Gerard Bdiague, "Marios Nobre: Reminiscencias op. 83 and Homenagem a Villa-Lobos; Heitor 
Villa-Lobos: Twelve Etudes, Joaquim Freire, guitar / Marios Nobre: Orchestral, Vocal and Chamber 
Works," review to CDs L^man Classics LC44601, 1993 and LC 44100, 1994, Latin American Music 
Review 17 No. 1 (spring/summer 1996): 86. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MARLOS NOB RE AS A COMPOSER 

A. INFLUENCES AND BACKGROUND 

1. The Folk Music of Northeast Brazil 

Nobre got his first musical impressions long before entering the music conservatory 

of Recife, his home town. In his childhood he heard and danced the original folk songs of 

Northeast Brazil: maracatus,frevos, caboclinhos, bumba-meu-boi, and nau catarineta. The 

composer considers these folk idioms to have had an important influence in the 

development of his music, and he recalls these memories: 

In Recife we Uved right in the center of the city, where all the various ceremonies 
and celebrations would take place... right at my firont door. I would get involved, 
I would dance, I even got lost once.... Those great.. . rhythmic patterns entered 
into my blood.^° 

The vigorous percussion of the maracatus made the strongest impression on him, and this 

later resulted in the profound rhythmic sense present in all of Nobre's works. 

Renato Almeida describes the impression of hearing a maracatu: 

The music of the maracatu is vibrant, noisy, percussive, and very rhythmic. It is 
one of the most strong rhythmic impression that I know of. The rhythm is marked, 
obsessive, strong; it is a tenetic invitation to dance, to swing, and to move."' 

^ Royal S. Brown, "An Interview with Marios Nobre," Fanfiire 18, No. I (September.'Cc;ouci 
1994). 64. 

Renato Almeida, Histdria da Musica Brasileira (Rio de JaneiroiBriguiet Editores, 1942), 2nd ed., 
268. 
A miisica do maracatu € vibrante, banilhenta, peicutiva e muito ritmada, sendo uma das maiores sugestoes 
n'tmicas que conhe^o. Ritmo marcado, batido, obsedante, € um convite fren^tico h. dan^a, ao requebro, ao 
movimento. 
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Example 1 shows the music score of an oiiginal mcaracatu as a combination of different 

syncopated parts played by a percussion ensemble.^ 

Elements of folk music are evident in Nobre's works, although the composer rarely 

quotes directly fix)m folk tunes, even in his early compositions. His music is filled with 

irregular, displaced accents inserted in a regular metrical structure, resulting in intricate 

cross-rhythms and rhythmic vitality. He often combines duple meter with 3+3+3+3+4 or 

3+3+2 patterns, which derive from the polyrhythmic percussion of the Northeastern folk 

music. Nobre classifies the influences of Brazilian rhythm in his music into two categories: 

unconscious, through his direct experiences with folk and popular music, and conscious, 

through the use of rhythmic transformation, which he studied with Messiaen."^ 

The clearest and most frequent reminder of folk melodies in Nobre's music are the 

diminished seventh and augmented fourth degrees from the modal scales. Modality is 

characteristic of Brazilian folk songs, considered to be an influence fix>m the plainsong 

brought to Brazil by Jesuit missionaries in the sixteenth century. Also related to folk 

melodies are the short pentatonic melodic segments present in Nobre's music. 

2. The Influence of Other Composers 

a. Classical composers. When asked which composers influenced his music, 

Nobre states: 

Of the composers of the past, I was most influenced by J. S. Bach and Mozart. 
Influenced perhaps is not the right word, but strangely enough I need to have, near 
me, facsimiles of Bach's and Mozart's manuscripts when I am composing. They 
stimulate and inspire me.^* 

~ Guerra-Peixe, Maracatus do Recife (Sao Paulo: Ricordi, 1955), 82. For definitions of Brazilian 
musical instruments, see glossary of terms in appendix 2. 

^ F. E. Denis, "Reencontre avec Marios Nobre," Guitare 38 (1991): 33. 

" Colin Cooper, "Marios Nobre - Speaking Internationally," Classical Guitar 12 No. 3. 
(November 1993): 14. 
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Example 1 
A Maracatu from Recife 

melody 

gongue 

tarol 

caixa-de-guerra 

marcante 

meiao e repiques 
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According to Nobie, "if you try to imitate the music of the past the result will be poor, but 

if you bring its strong elements to the present, your music becomes rich."^ 

One can relate Nobre's music to that of Bach and Mozart, not through direct 

allusions but rather through structural and textural elements; these are contrapuntal and 

variation procedures, and mainly clarity and conciseness of form. Nobre achieves this 

clarity through a consistent interrelation of thematic material, texture and formal structure. 

He explains features from traditional music in his works; 

When you want to begin a new section, you hold an element back to introduce the 
new. . . . Bach did £at in the fugues ... he usually saves one voice . . . and 
suddenly, when this voice appears, it introduces the new concept This is a 
technique that can be applied to Qassical, Baroque, aleatory, or Modem music.'® 

b. Modem composers. Nobre had an early acquaintance with modem music. 

From 1956 to 1959 he participated in weekly meetings in the house of Jose Cabral Ignacio 

de Lima, a violin player with an extensive collection of recordings of modem music, 

including works by Debussy, Ravel, Messiaen, Stravinslqr, Stockhausen, Hindemith, 

Honneger, Roussel, Milhaud, Bartok, Prokofiev, Respighi, and Boulez. 

Nobre mentions Bartdk (1881-1945) and Lutoslawski (1913-1994) as the modem 

composers who most influenced his way of understanding musical stmcture and 

continuity." Comparing die music of Nobre with that of Bartok and Lutoslawski, one can 

" Marios Nobre, interview by the author, tape recording, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 31 August 1996. 
A parte clissica se voce imita 6 uma besteira, mas se voce traz elementos fortes para o presente 6 uma 
riqueza. 

^Ibid. 
Quando voce quer come^ar uma coisa nova, voce guarda um elemento nao utilizado pr^ que ele provoque o 
novo.... Bach fez isso nas fiigas ... ele guarda geralmente uma voz, ele sOencia uma voz De repente 
quando ela vem, imediatamente ela traz o novo. ^ um principio musical que se aplica tanto ^ mdsica 
cldssica, barroca, aleatdria, ou modema. 

" Cooper. "Speaking Internationally14. 
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observe common features: diatonic folk materials juxtaposed with dissonant harmonies, 

poljrrhythmic structures, rhythmic energy, textural effects, and non-traditional scales. 

Besides these, at some point in the development of each one of these composers' musical 

language, there is a tendency of each work to cfevelop a distinct formal structure in itself. 

Nobre and Lutoslawski also share a fondness for conciseness of form, free treatment of the 

twelve-tone system, and use of controlled aleatory procedures. 

c. BrazHian composers. Brazilian composers who most influenced Nobre were 

Villa-Lobos and Nazareth. In his early period Nobre was very impressed by the music of 

Nazareth, who is viewed as a popular composer by some musicologists, classical by 

others. Nazareth composed more than 200 short dances for piano, of which more than 

eighty are subtitled tango brasileiro [Brazilian tango]. He is considered to be the developer 

of this genre, which imitates the texture of the Brazilian chows ensemble —flute, guitar, 

and cavaquinho. Nazareth's tangos ate also characterized by instrumental character, 

AABBACCA form, a joyful and elegant style, and the rhythmic accompaniment figure of 

dotted 8th, 16th, 8th, 8th-notes. 

Several of Nobre's early works are directly related to those of Nazareth; Concertino 

for piano and string orchestra, op. I (1959), Homenagem a Nazareth for piano, op. 1 bis 

(1959), Nazarethiana for piano, op. 2 (1960), Trio for piano, violin, and cello, op. 4 

(1960), and Divertimento for piano and orchestra, op. 14 (1963). The influence of 

Nazareth is evident in stylistic similarities in texture, rhythmic motives, and character. 

These are specially clear in Nazarethiana, and the last movement of Concertino. In other 

works, elements firom Nazareth's music are used in a different setting. As an example, 

Nobre composed Divertimento based on a six-note melodic fragment borrowed from the 

tango Tenebroso by Nazareth. He uses this fragment as a short row treated with twelve-

tone procedures. 
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The strongest relationship between the music of Nobre and Villa-Lobos is in their 

similar approach to folk elements, as Nobre himself describes; 

In general, the nationalist composers who achieved some Brazilian national 
expression were the ones that were able to transcend the direct influence of folklore 
to arrive at a more personal synthesis. The obvious example of Villa-Lobos is the 
most outstanding; his major works ate the ones where the folk element is clearly 
absent- '̂ 

And Nobre gives a description that would fit both Villa-Lobos's music and bis own: "There 

is rather a sublimation of folk characteristics; Villa-Lobos assimilated and transformed them 

through his creative personality." '̂ 

3. Nobre's Composition Teachers 

a. In Brazil. In his early training at the Music Conservatory of Recife, Nobre 

studied Renaissance counterpoint with Padre Jaime Diniz, a Jesuit priest. He recalls that 

experience, emphasizing how strongly it influenced his music: 

He [Jaime Diniz] never made me work on vertical harmony. For him, harmony 
was always a consequence of the independent lines. So, I began to thinlc 
horizontally. For me, you always need to have that singing line. I'm much more 
preoccupied with the independence of these lines than with the shock of their 
intersection. These smdies gave me immense flexibiliQr in writing polyphonic and 
polytonal music I developed my harmonic style later on.^° 

Diniz also introduced Nobre to twelve-tone music. 

^ Marios Nobre, "Em Homenagem aos 40 anos de Desaparecimento de Mdrio de Andiade," Art 13 
(April 1985) : 57. 
Os compositores nacionaiistas em geral, que conseguiiam chegar a uma real expressividade nacional 
brasileira, foram os que conseguiiam supeiar a influgncia imediata do folclore e se al^aram a uma sfntese 
mais pessoal. O exemplo dbvio de Villa-Lobos € o mais claro, sendo suas obras fundamentals justamente 
aquelas onde a presen^a imediata do folclore 6 nitidamente ausente. 

® Ibid., 57-58. 
Existe sim. uma sublima^o de ceitas caracteristicas do folclore, que Villa-Lobos assimilou e recriou atiav^s 
do nitro criador de sua personalidade. 

^ Brown, "An Interview," 64. 
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Later Nobre received training ftom tfae leaders of the two opposing sctiools of 

compositional thought in Brazil. In 1960 he studied for a month with Koellreutter in a 

music festival in Terezdpolis, Rio de Janeiro, and in 1961 he was a disciple of Camargo 

Guamieri in Sao Paulo. Nobre did not follow either one of these schools, rather he 

rejected them: 'Soth of them [Guamieri and Koellreutter] were strict in their aesthetic 

positions, the opposite of mine, which was to open the mind to assimilate everything 

possible from the past and from the present" '̂ Nobre criticizes the extreme position taken 

by each of these two schools of composition: 

The group Miisica Viva of Koellreutter and his students placed in diametric 
positions tendencies that were not necessarily opposite, such as the national 
tradition and contemporary compositional techniques. They failed while letting the 
aesthetic discussion get mired in the slogan nationalism versus twelve-tone music.^^ 

b. In Argentina. In 1963 Nobre pursued advanced studies in music at the Torcuato 

Di Telia Instimte in Buenos Aires, Argentina, staying there for two years. His primary 

teacher in Argentina was Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983), but there he also had the 

opportunity of receiving training from other major figures of contemporary music, such as 

Aaron Copland (1900-1990), Luigi Dall^iccola (1904-1975), Olivier Messiaen (1908-

1992), Ricardo Malipiero (b. 1914), and Bruno Madema (1920-1973). 

Nobre considers Ginastera his major composition teacher. During his stay in 

Argentina be had daily appointments with Ginastera, and according to Nobre, the result of 

this intensive training was that his music developed in technique and richness of language. 

Nobre, lener, 4 November 1996. 
Tanto urn como outro [Guamieri e Koellieuner] eram iigidos em suas ideologias est^ticas, posigao contr^a 
k minha que era a de abrir as janelas e assimilar tudo que fosse posstvel na miisica do passado e atual. 

Nobre, "Em Homen^em aos 40 anos," 48. 
Colocando em campos diametralmente opostos tendencias nao necessariamente excludentes como a tradi^ao 
nacional e as novas t^cnicas de composifSo, o erro da gera^ao "Miisica Viva" com Koelreutter e seus alunos 
de entao, foi o de ter descambado para o slogan tipo nacionalismo versus dodecafonismo. 
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Through his acquaintance with the aesthetic ideas of Ginastera, Nobre also defiiutely 

rejected strict positions of serialism and nationalisnL^^ 

One can observe several parallels between the music of Ginastera and Nobre. Both 

composers went through a similar evolution of style. Their music developed from tonal 

works with a close relation to folk music toward serial and aleatory procedures treated with 

freedom, and finally culminating in a combination of contemporary compositional 

techniques. Ginastera called his first period of composition (up to 1947) objetivo 

[objective], in which there was a direct use of elements from Argentinean folk music; and 

his second period (1948-1954) he called nadonalismo subjetivo [subjective nationalism], 

when the language developed toward serial music.^"* This aesthetic understanding of 

nationalism can be related to the aesthetic theories of M^o de Andrade, which influenced 

Nobre. For Andrade, the ultimate and ideal stage of development of musical nationalism is 

the nadonalismo inconsciente [unconscious nationalism]. In both nadonalismo subjetivo 

of Ginastera and nadonalismo inconsdente of Andrade, nationalistic musical materials 

become natural and inherent to composers, without a conscious search for folk musical 

elements. 

Nobre credits his studies of rhythm with Messiaen for the rhythmic richness of his 

music: "Messiaen was a revelation for me. He made me realize the richness of Brazilian 

rhj^thm, not only through his intuitive approach, but specially through a more intellectual 

and analytical work." '̂ 

" Nobre, interview. 

^ Pola S. Urtubey, Alberto Ginastera (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1967), 68. 

Denis, "Rencontre," 33. 
Messiaen a €\£ une r^vdlation pour moi, il m'a fait prendre consdence de la richesse de la tythmique 
br&ilienne, non seulement dans son approche intuitive, mais surtout par le biais d'un travail plus 
intellectuel. plus analytique. 
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Nobre studied the relationship between opera, text, and music with Dallapicola. He 

also acknowledges that Dallapicola made him realize the risk of being tied to a system.^^ 

c. In the United States. In 1969, Nobre came to the United States for a brief period 

of study at the Berkshire Music Center in Tanglewood with Alexander Goehr (b. 1932) and 

Gunther SchuUer (b. 1925). Schuller's major influence on his music was that of absolute 

strictness in the writing of orchestral pieces, evidenced in a careful and detailed preparation 

of each individual part. Nobre also acknowledges Schuller's aesthetic influence, as he 

defines it as "a stylistic freedom."^^ 

In the same year, Nobre smdied electronic music at the Columbia-Princeton 

Electronic Music Center in New York. He has never composed electronic music, and this 

experience gave him only knowledge, as the composer recalls: "The training [at the 

Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center] gave me this knowledge [of electronic music] 

and made me certain that I have no affinity for electronic music, which since then never 

appealed to me again. The electronic sound of the studio affects me physically, and I 

abandoned this genre."^® 

4. Aesthetic Influences: The Theories of Mario de Andrade 

M^o de Andrade, the intellectual leader of his generation of Brazilian artists, was 

active in a variety of areas. He was a poet, writer, art and music critic, musicologist. 

^ Ibid.. 33. 

" Marios Nobre, letter to the author, 11 February 1997. 
uma grande libeidade estilistica. 

" Ibid. 
O estigio [no Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center] me deu este conhecimento [sobre miisica 
eletronica] e tamb^m a certeza de que eu nao tinha qualquer afinidade com a musica eletrdnica, qw nunca me 
atraina a partir de entao. O som eletrdiiico de estudio me faz mal fisicamente e abandonei qualquer iddia 
neste sentido. 
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and teacher of music and aesthetics. Andrade was one of the organizers of the movement 

entided Semana de Arte Modema de 1922 [The Week of Modern Art in 1922]. This is 

viewed as a major event in the cultural development of Brazil, as it represented the 

affirmation of modem art in Brazil. The events took place in the Teatro Municipal de Sao 

Paulo in February 1922, and consisted of concerts, exhibitions, readings, and lectures on 

modem art. The major premises of this movement were the search for an indigenous 

aesthetics, the updating of Brazilian artistic intelligence, and the establishment of a national 

creative attitude. 

Andrade's most important book on music is entided Ensaio sobre a Musica 

Brasileira [Essay on Brazilian Music] (1928) and includes thoughts circulated in the 

Semana de Arte Modema. His goal was the creation of a national school of musical 

composition based on Brazilian folk music, as he asserts in the first chapter of this book: 

A national art must not be based upon a selective and discretionary choice of 
elements; a national art already exists in the subconscious of people. The artist has 
only to give these elements an emdite connotation that will transform popular music 
into art music. '̂ 

Andrade's philosophy inspired many Brazilian composers, including Villa-Lobos, 

Lorenzo Fernandez, Camargo Guamieri, and Francisco Mignone. Although Nobre is fix)m 

a later generation, Andrade's writings were a major aesthetic influence on him. When a 

young composer, Nobre was feeling lost between the classical music studied in the 

conservatory, and the folk music heard on the streets of Recife and prohibited by his 

teachers. But then, a book by Andrade came to him like a revelation, as the composer 

recalls: 

^ Mdrio de Andrade, Ensaio sobre a Musica Brasileira (Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 1962), 
15-16. 
Utna arte nacional nao se faz com escolha discricion^ria e diletante de elementos: uma arte nacional esti 
feita na inconsciencia do povo. O artista tem s<5 que dar pros elementos jd existences uma transposi^ao 
erudita que faga da musica popular, mtisica artfstica. 
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At this point, only by Divine Providence, I got a copy of the book Ensaio sobre a 
Musica Brasileira by M^o de Andrade.... By reading it, I was astonished to 
realize that Brazilian music exists, with no separation between popular and classical 
music. Composers have the task of combining them for the best results. This was 
the solution for my problems and my anguish. 

Nobre states that the aesthetic influences of Andrade remained throughout the development 

of bis music: 

In 1963, when I was in Buenos Aires and after writing many works, I realized that 
Brazilian music could not always be created only by consciously searching for the 
"national." Other than that, I noticed that tte music composed by Brazilian 
composers was not going anywhere . . . some cliche, due to their repetition, had 
become weak and were worlmg against creativity.*' 

Andrade describes the process of development of musical nationalism: 

In all the countries with major foreign cultural influences, such as the countries of 
the Americas, the people as well as Sie national art must pass through three stages: 
idealist nationalism, conscious nationalism, and unconscious nationality. Only in 
the last stage do art and artist feel sincere in their habits as well as in their 
convictions. We [Brazilians] are not there yet. 

Nobre agrees with Andrade's description and places himself in the last stage of this 

process: 

Marios Nobre, "Depoimentos de Compositores e Mustcdlogos sobre Mdlrio de Andrade" in Tres 
Musicologos Brasileiros ed. Vasco Mariz (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Civiliza^ao Brasileira, 1983), 82-83. 
Foi quando me caiu hs macs, pelos caminhos da Providencia, o Ensaio sobre a Musica Brasileira de M^o 
de Andrade I^ndo M^o de Andrade eu me dei conta. deslumbrado, da existencia da "musica brasileira," 
isto 6, de que nao havia em princfpto separaqSo da musica popular e da cl^ica ou tradicional, mas sim, 
cabia aos compositores amalgami-Ias em um todo resultante. Quer dizer, para mim era a solu^ao de um 
problema que me angustiava. 

•" Nobre, Tris Musicologos Brasileiros, 83. 
Em 1963, quando eu estava em Buenos Aires e depois de ter escrito muitas obras, que me dei conta de que a 
musica brasileira nao poderia ser indefim'damente criada em busca constante de ser "nacional." Aldm disso, 
eu notava, cada vez mais angustiado, que a miisica brasileira ajada pelos compositores nacionais girava em 
tomo de si mesma. . . certos tiques e cliches rftmicos, devido k repetigao, se tinham tornado ineficazes e 
anii-criativos. 

Andrade, Ensaio, 43. 
Nos pafses em que a cultura aparece de emprestado que nem nos americanos, tanto os indivfduos como a 
Ane nacionalisada tern de passar per tres fases: 1° fase da tese nacional: 2° a fase do sentimento nacional; 3° 
a fase da inconsciencia nacional. Sd nesta liltima a arte cuita e o individuo culto sentem a sinceridade do 
hdbito e a sinceridade da convic^o coinddirem. Nao 6 nosso caso ainda. 
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[In 1963 when I was in Buenos Aires] I felt that I could write music freely, without 
trying to be Brazilian, without using themes or allusions to themes, or melodic 
rhytlWc, harmonic motives, without giving the pieces "Brazilian" titles. I felt I 
could enter the period Andrade called in his book "unconscious nationaliQr." That 
is, a composer would assimilate the Brazilian spirit in his subconscious so well that 
he could write his own music and it would be ours, Brazilian without any 
nationalistic cliches. In my opinion, this is the greatest lesson we can leam &om 
Andrade's book. 

Nobre's aesthetic grasp of national Brazilian music coincides with Andrade's 

philosophy, which tends toward an abstract idea of nationalism and rejects a strict 

understanding of the concept based on identification of specific elements. Andrade states: 

If one accepts as Brazilian only the most characteristic, the result is an extreme, 
which is exotic even for us [Brazilians].. . . The Brazilian composer should get 
inspiration and take elements from the folklore The composer must not be too 
exclusive or one-sided. If too exclusive, his/ her works may be false, ... if one
sided, the artist becomes anti-national; the music is then indigenous, African, 
Portuguese, European, but it is not Brazilian music anymore.^ 

In an article entitled "Em Homenagem aos 40 anos de Desaparecimento de M^o de 

Andrade" [In Homage to the Fortieth Anniversary of M^rio de Andrade's £)eath], Nobre 

names Andrade as the only teal Brazilian musical philosopher. He attributes the clash 

between the nationalistic and dodecaphonic music schools of composition in the 19S0s to 

the lack of a continuation of Andrade's aesthetic orientation: 

Nobre, Tres Musicologos Brasileiros, 83. 
Send que eu podia criar musica, sem tentar ser "brasileiro," sem usar temas ou iembran^as de temas, ou 
giros meliSdicos, n'tmicos, hanndnicos, sem entitular a pega com nomes "brasileiros." Senti enfim que eu 
podia ingressar, sem dtubear, na fase que o pnSprio Mdrio de Andrade chamar£ em seu Uvro de 
"inconsciencia nacional." Isto o compositor assimilaria de tal maneira em seu subconsciente a materia 
brasileira, que criaria sua prdpria musica e esta dnha que ser necessariamente uma mijsica nossa, brasileira 
sem usar qualquer cbavao nacionalista. Esta € a maior, a grande li^ao, a meu ver do livro de Mirio de 
Andrade. 

** Andrade, Ensaio, 27 and 29. 
Si [»c]a gente cita como brasileiro s6 o excessivo caracteristico cai num exodsmo que € exddco atd para 
nds.. . . O compositor brasileiro tem de se basear quer como documental quer como inspiragao no 
folclore. . . . O compositor por isso nao pode ser nem exclusivista nem unilateral. Se exclusivista se 
arriscaafazerdaobradeleumfendmenofalso e folsificador. ... Si unilateral, o ardsta vira and-nacional; 
faz musica amerfndia, a&icana, portuga ou europdia. Nao faz musica brasileira nao. 
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What was always missing in Brazil was a healthy discussion of aesthetics, &ee 
from the personal ideas and interests of composers who could feel threatened. 
Today [1985], forQr years after M^o de Andrade's death, there is still an 
enormous void in BrazUian culture 

Forty years after his [Andrade's] death, forty years without discussions of 
aesthetics at all; so many writers, musicians, and artists are missing his influence/^ 

Nobre's cycle of songs entitled Poemas da Negra [Poems of the Black Woman], 

op. 10 (1962), is based on poems by Andrade. 

B. NOBRE'S COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS 

The issue of structural form is very important to Nobie in his process of 

composing. He asserts that form is the best and only way to communicate his ideas in a 

clear and comprehensible maimer. Since different ideas requite different ways of 

presentation, each one of his works has a distinct form.^® 

Nobre never begins to compose from a pre-established structural scheme. Indeed, 

form in his music is a consequence of the development of the musical material. His 

language is concise; entire works develop from a few thematic materials, which are 

continuously developed and transformed. His process of composing may be defined as a 

well-balanced combination of the rational and the emotional, as part of a creative discipline. 

Commenting on the creation of Rhythmetron for percussion ensemble, op. 27 (1968), he 

asserts that "it is a synthesis of intuition, emotion, and intellect."^^ 

Nobre, "Em Homenagem aos 40 anos," 47 and 61. 
O que sempre nos faltou no Brasil, foi uma discussao est^tica sadia e livre de certos melindres pessoais (fe 
compositores que seriam atingidos. Hoje, quarenta anos depois da morte de Mdrio de Andrade, a falta que ele 
continua fazendo ^ cultura brasileira em geral & enorme 

Quarenta anos depois de sua morte, quarenta anos de vazio em nossas discussoes estdticas, tantos 
escritores, musicos, pintores vazios de sua influencia. 

Nobre, letter, 11 February 1997. 

•" IDenis, "Rencontre," 33. 
[C'est la concr€tisation meme de la] synthese entre Tintuition, Temction et I'intellectualisme. 
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Nobre describes the beginning of bis compositional process: 

Seeds of works, embryos of ideas remain frequently in my mind, in a type of sleep 
or hibernation. Sudctenly, an internal or external force propels me, and the id^ 
begins to develop, disturbing my mind. Ac this ^int, the o^y way to relieve this 
mental anguish is simply to compose the music. 

Then the process becomes rational and conscious. The thematic element is not created 

intuitively, but in a very precise manner. Nobre works from an enormous variety of 

possibilities and variations, which come to him in abundance, "like an avalanche." '̂ This 

results in an enormous amount of material, which is later selected from, and combined. 

This creative process drives Nobre again to an intuitive stage of composing when he finally 

lets go, in a "creative explosion."'® 

"Nuevc Perguntas," 40. 
Sumentes de obras, g^nnenes de ideas, embriones de piezas enteras peraianecen muchas veces en mi 
inconsciente, en una especie de sueno letirgico o de hibernacidn. De pronto una fiierza externa o interna me 
impulsa, y la idea conuenza a desairoOarse, incomodindome la mente. A1 Uegar a este punto, el ilnico 
medio de liberarme de la verdadera angustia mental que se instala en mi es simplemente escribir la obra. 

^ Brown, "An Interview," 62. 

Nobre, interview. 
(Pouco a pouco o trabalbo consciente provoca) uma explosao criativa. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE MUSIC OF MARLOS NOBRE: COMPOSITIONAL 

TECHNIQUES AND PERIODS OF COMPOSITION 

A. FIRST STYLE PERIOD: TONAUTY, MODALITY, 

POLYTONALITY, AND ATONALITY 

The music of Nobre's first style period was influenced by the earlier Brazilian 

composers Nazareth and Villa-Lobos. It includes the works numbered op. 1 through 14, 

which were written between 1959 and 1963. Nobre wrote before several works for solo 

piano before, between 1952 and 1959, but he intentionally destroyed them. 

Variety and development of musical language is already observed in this early 

period. The first catalogued work. Concertino for piano and string orchestra, op. I 

(1959), is, according to Nobre, a synthesis of his first compositions. '̂ He defines it as "a 

concerto grosso for piano and strings integrating various influences: Bach, Chopin, 

Schumann, Villa-Lobos, and Nazareth."^^ These were the composers that Nobre was 

smdying at the music conservatory at that time. The influences of Brazilian popular music 

in Concertino are evident: the second movement is a modinha, and the third movement is 

entitled "Choro." The harmonic language is tonal, with fi«e expansions fix)m tonality. The 

last work of this first style period. Divertimento for piano and orchestra, op. 14 (1963), 

combines polytonality and serial procedures. The composer describes the evolution of 

Brown, "An Interview," 66. 

Cited in Mariz, Histdria da Musica, 376. 
uma esp^cie de Concerto Grosso para piano e cordas e se integra, lado a lado, ^ mais diversas tnfluencias: 
Bach, Chopin, Schumann, ViIIa-Lol)os e Ernesto Nazareth. 
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musical language in his first style period as a gradual tonal expansion, in the sequence 

tonal, modal, polytonal, and atonal/^ 

The composer points out exceptions to this evolution: Variations for oboe, op. 3 

(1960), which makes use of serial procedures, and Musicamera for chamber orchestra, op. 

8 No. 2 (1962), and Sonata for solo viola, op. 11 (1963), which are both neoclassical 

experiments.^"* In this first period of composition Nobre wrote his first cycles for voice, 

Tres Trovas, op. 6 (1961), Tres Cangdes [Three Songs], op. 9 (1962), and Poemas da 

Negra [Poems of the Black Woman], op. 10 (1962), and two sets of variations for piano, 

Tema e Variagoes, op. 7 (1961), and 16 Variagdes, op. 8 (1962). At this time he also 

began the series of Ciclos Nordestinos for piano, composing the first two suites: Ciclo 

Nordestino No. I, op. 5 (1960), and Ciclo Nordestino No. 2 , op. 13 (1963). 

B. SECOND STYLE PERIOD: TWELVE-TONE METHODS 

Nobre's second style period began with his studies in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It 

includes the works numbered op. 15 though 32 bis, written between 1963 and 1968. 

During this time twelve-tone procedures became more evident in his music, although Nobre 

never adopted a strict serial system. He rarely follows the principle of completion of a row 

before repetitions of pitches. For Nobre, the most interesting element in a twelve-tone 

system is rather the idea of non-hierarchical, pure, and independent pitches, neglecting the 

polarity of tonic versus dominant harmonies." 

Nobre comments on how the twelve-tone techniques influenced the development of 

his music: 

"Nueve Perguntas," 41, 

" Ibid.. 44. 

Denis, "Reencontre," 33. 
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This musical expansion [in my second style period] would find... its natural way 
in twelve-tone and serial procedures. However, neither the German twelve-tone of 
Schdnberg, Berg, or Webern, which never fascinated me; rather the Latin twelve-
tone, a la Italian, a la Argentinean, a la Brazilian, &ee, impemous, neither dogm^c 
nor extreme, avoiding the logical consequences of a theoretical system, sacrificing 
the theory in favor of the expression, if necessary.^® 

The first composition of the second style period is entided Variagdes Ritmicas for 

piano and Brazilian percussion instruments, op. 15 (1963), where serial compositional 

procedures are combined with Brazilian rhythms. The composer recalls how he composed 

this work: 

The rh3rthm that I carry in my blood and in my piano background of chords, 
arpeggios, rhythmic sequences, and so forth, ma^ me forget the rules. My 
harmonic perception, my necessities of egression compelled me to search for the 
right sounds, but never in the matrixes with their inverted, retrograde, retrograde 
inversions, and transpositions." 

This is the first work where Nobre combines percussion with other instruments, a 

procedure that he kept using later on. He explains his attachment to percussion 

instruments: "They bring the color, which is an important element, a new dimension of 

timbre."^® The results are a remarkable rhythmic richness, and well-constmcted contrasts 

among the different percussion timbres and the other instruments of the ensemble. Nobre 

^ "Nueve Perguntas," 44. 
Esta expansidn encontraria ... el camino natural hacia el dodecafonismo y el seriallsmo. Pero no el 
dodecafonismo germano de Scbonberg, Berg, o Webern, que nunca me fascinaron, sino el dodecafonismo 
latino, a la italiana, a la argentina, a la brasilena. Libre, "iirespetuoso," no dogm^itico ni extremista, al 
margen de las consecuencias Idgicas de un sistema tedrico, saciificando la teorfa —si era necesario— a la 
expresi6n. 

" Ibid. 
La ritmica que Ilevo en la sangre y mi pr^tica pianiistica de acordes, arpegios y secuencias ritmicas, etc., me 
hacfan muchas veces ignorar las reglas, saltar por ellas. Mi ofdo aim6nico, mis diferentes necesidades 
expresivas me impelfan, me obligaban a buscaren los sentidos el sonido adecuado, p^ro jam& en la tabla db 
los doce tones, sus retrogradaciones, tnversiones o retrogradaciones de las inversiones y transposiciones. 

" Denis, "Reencontre," 33. 
lis [percussion instruments] apportent un ^^ment important qui est la couleur, une nouvelle dimension ds 
timbre. 
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includes percussion instnunents in several of his ensemble works, exemplified in his 

second style period also by Cantiam Instrumentale for flute, harp, percussion, and piano, 

op. 25 (1967), Rhythmetron, for percussion ensemble, op. 27 (1968), and Tropicale for 

percussion, piccolo, clarinet piccolo, and piano, op. 30 (1968). Examples from later 

periods of composition are Sonancias I for piano and percussion, op. 37 (1972), Sonancias 

n for flute, guitar, piano, and percussion, op. 48 (1980), Sonancias III for two pianos and 

percussion, op. 49 (1980), and Circulos Mdgicos (Magic Circles] for bass clarinet and 

percussion, op. 70 (1989). 

The other works from the second style period make use of twelve-tone techniques, 

serialism, multiserialism, and aleatory music. The most important composition is the 

cantata Ukrinmakrinkrin for voice, winds, and piano, op. 17 (1964). The title may be 

translated as 'food for the spirit,' and the text uses words from the Brazilian Indian dialect 

Xucurum. Serialism is treated here with freedom. The first movement is logically 

structured in twelve-tone techniques, the second movement utilizes aleatory procedures, 

and the final movement combines serialism and atonalism. '̂ This is the first work where 

Nobre uses aleatory procedures. He describes the texture of Ukrimakrinkrin as "sets of 

crystallized notes in static movements of the winds and dynamic movements in the piano 

and voice parts."®* 

There are also several stylistic exceptions in the second style period, works based 

on folk elements following the general features of Nobre's first period of composition. 

They are: Ago Land for chorus, op. 16 (1964), Praianas for voice and piano, op. 18 

^ For a detailed analytical discussion of Ukrimakrinkrin see Maria Ester Grebe, "Ulkrimakrinkrin," 
Revista Musical Chilena 33, No. 148 (1979). 

^ 'T^ueve Perguntas," 44-45. 
{Ukrimakrinkrin op. 17 es de un serialismo mis libre aun,) con conjuntos de notas de la serie "cristalizadas" 
en movimientos estiticos de los vientos y dindmicos en el piano y la voz. 
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(1965), Tris Coros de Natal [Three Christinas Chorus], op. 19 (1966), Dengues da Mukaa 

Desinteressada [Charms of the Proud Mulata] for voice and piano, op. 20 (1966), Beiramar 

for voice and piano, op. 21 (1966), Cich Nordestmo No. 3 for piano, op. 22 (1966), 

Modinha for voice and guitar, op. 23 (1966), Sonata Breve for piano, op. 24 (1966), 

Rhythmetron for percussion ensemble, op. 27 (1968), Wind Quintet, op. 28 (1968), 

Convergencias [Congruities] for orchestra, op. 28 (1968), Desqfto (arranged for various 

instrumentations), op. 31, and Dia da Graga [Day of Blessing] for voice and guitar, op. 32 

(1968). 

C. THIRD STYLE PERIOD: 

THE INTEGRATION OF PROCESSES 

Nobre's third style period includes the works numbered op. 33 though 46, 

composed between 1969 and 1977. Here the processes from earlier periods are combined: 

serialism, aleatory music, and polytonality. The writing is freer, making use of such 

procedures as proportional notation and aleatory procedures. The language becomes 

gradually more elaborate, within the possibilities of serial and aleatory processes. The 

works of Nobre's third period of composition are referred to by Mariz as showing 

"remarkable maturity for a composer in his thirties."* '̂ 

The major works of this style period are: Concerto Breve for piano and orchestra, 

op. 33 (1969), which includes aleatory procedures; Ludus Instrumentalis for chamber 

orchestra, op. 34 (1969), which has an experimental and avant-garde connotation; Mosaico 

for orchestra, op. 36 (1970); Sonancias / for piano and percussion op. 37 (1972); O Canto 

Multiplicado, for voice and piano, op. 38 (1972), a homage to Garcia Lorca using text by 

Mariz, Histdria da Musica, 373. 
(A terceiia fase demonstra iima integra^o dos processos politonais) e ji notivel a evolu^ao de MANIRIHAHC 
para um compositor entre os 30 e os 40 anos de idade. 
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the Brazilian poet Carlos Diummond de Andrade; and In Memoriam for orchestra, op. 39 

(1973). At this point, in his orchestration Nobre uses sound blocks, explores contrasts and 

complexity, and includes percussion instruments and many solo parts. 

In his third s^le period, the composer also wrote several shorter works, which 

have their roots on musical ideas of earlier times; Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein for 

piano, op. 40 (1973), Momentos I for guitar, op. 41, No. 1 (1974), Momentos II for 

guitar, op. 41 No. 2 (1975), Momentos III for guitar, op. 41 No. 3 (1976), Ciclo 

Nordestino No. 4 for piano, op. 43 (1977), Qjuatro Momentos [Four Moments] for piano, 

op. 44 (1977), and Sonata (sobre tema de Bartok) for piano, op. 45 (1977). The last three 

of these works are currentiy in revision for upcoming publication. 

D. FOURTH STYLE PERIOD: MATURITY AND 

FREEDOM OF MUSICAL LANGUAGE 

During the years 1978 and 1979 Nobre did not compose. This was not imusual for 

him, because periodically the composer needs time for meditation. The fourth period 

begins in 1980 and extends until 1989, including works numbered opus 47 through 73. 

Corker Nobre defines the musical language of Nobre's fourth period by the following 

features; freedom from the rhythmic patterns of Northeast Brazil, which become rare in his 

language; dense harmonic language with complex polytonality, although not denying tonal 

elements; and avoidance of standard formal schemes, in a continuous development of 

elements to maintain a unified progression of musical events. '̂ 

The composer views the music he wrote at this time as an achievement of fisedom 

from musical systems; 

" Maria Luiza Corker Nobre, "Sonancias HI, opus 49 de Marios Nobre," Latin American Music 
Review 15 No. 2 (Fail/Winter 1994): 226-227. 
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[The music of my fourth period] is characterized by a gradual freedom &om 
atonaliQr and serialism, and the adoption of an extremely ftee and expanded 
tonality. At this time I came to the conclusion that I still had a lot of searching to do 
in my personal harmonic language, and that I could explore the twelve chromatic 
tones without going to the twelve-tone system or serialism. Then I began to 
compose totally ftee from these systems." 

Nobre composed several major works in his third style period, such as Yanomani 

for mixed chorus, tenor, and guitar, op. 47 (1980), Sonancias H for piano and percussion, 

op. 48 (1980), Sonancias HI for two pianos and percussion, op. 49 (1980), Cancioneiro 

de Lampido for chorus, op. 52 (1980), Concerto para Cordas II, op. 53 (1981), and 

Cantata do Chimborozo for chorus and orchestra, op. 56 (1982). 

E. FIFTH STYLE PERIOD: MELODIC LINES 

AND LARGER FORMAL STRUCTURES 

Nobre's current period began in 1989 with Concertantes do Imagindrio for piano 

and string orchestra, op. 74 (1989). This work confirms the composer's description of his 

fifth period of composition; "clear adoption of tonal structures, broader formal structures, 

consistency of melodic elements, and a combination of traditional and contemporary 

elements resulting in my personal language."^ 

Other major works written since 1989 include Xingu for orchestra, op. 75 (1989), 

Sonatina for guitar, op. 76 (1989), and the cantata The Discovery of Americas - Columbus 

" Nobre, lener, 4 November 1996. 
[A musica do meu quarto perfodo] caracteriza-se per uma progressiva liberta^ao do atonalismo e serialismo e 
a adoqao de uma tonalidade extiemamente livte e expandida. Neste peribdo adoto a convic^^ de que ainda 
tenho muito a descobrir em termos de tratamento harmSnico pessoal, dos doze sons cromiiticos, sem para 
isso apelar para o serialismo ou o sistema dodecafdoico. Passo entao a compor inteiramente liberado destes 
sistemas. 

"Ibid. 
(Este quinto penodo se caracteriza pela) franca ado^ao de estruturas tonais, com a utiliza^ao de formas mais 
amplas, uma maior presen^a melddica e uma mistura constante entre eiementos tradicionais e 
contemporaneos, fiindidos e sintetizados em minba pnSpria linguagem. 
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for SATB chorus, soloists (tenor, baritone, and bass), and orchestra, op. 77 (1990). The 

composer has recently completed a concerto for two guitars and orchestra, and has also 

been working on an opera. 

Nobre's early works are tonal and characterized by a close relationship to Brazilian 

folk and popular music. His musical language develops toward less frequent references to 

indigenous elements, broader formal stmctures with continuous development of elements, 

and experimentation with contemporary compositional techniques -twelve-tone and atonal 

techniques, later combined with proportional notation and aleatory procedures. First 

attempts at using serialism and atonality leads to a liberation from these systems, and the 

adoption of an extremely free and expanded tonality. In his current style, Nobre has 

returned to tonal structures and consistency of melodic elements, combining elements from 

both traditional and contemporary musical languages. This evolution is paralleled 

throughout by works that preserves a close relation to folk music from Northeast Brazil. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SELECTED SOLO PIANO WORKS 

A. NAZARETHIANA, OP. 2 (I960) 

Nazjarethiana, op. 2, is a short early work in a single movement. The title is an 

allusion to Ernesto Nazareth, a popular Brazilian composer Nobre feels greatly influenced 

his first style period. According to Andrade, the characteristics of Nazareth's music are: 

instrumental character built on rhythmic or melodic motives, melodies with altered notes, 

chromatic harmonies, richness of rhythm, elegance, and a joyful spirit.®^ All of these ate 

present in Nazarethiana. 

Table 1 shows the form of this work as ABA, based on the alternation of two 

thematic materials. Example 2 shows the first theme (mm. 1-6), which is harmonically 

organized in closely related keys: G major (I) (mnL 1 and 5), EMm7 (V7/ii) (m. 2), A 

minor (ii) (mm. 3 and 6), and Dmm7 (V7) (m. 4). Its sonority is enriched by chromaticism 

in both accompaniment and melody, resulting in dissonant intervals of ninths and sevenths 

between the two lines. The descending chromatic bass of theme 1 recalls the line played by 

the guitar in the Brazilian choros, a genre transposed to the piano by Nazareth. 

Example 3 shows the second theme (mm. 7-10) with contrasting characteristics. It 

is not melodic and alternates between the hands in a descending sequence of chords and 

single notes, with white and black keys divided between the hands (except for two chords 

in the left hand in m. 9, and statements of theme 2b). Rhythmically, it follows a 3+3+2 

pattern within the 2/4 meter signature, creating syncopations and cross-rhythms derived 

" Andrade, Miisica, Doce Musica (Sao Paulo; Livraria Martins Editora, 1963), 121-130. 
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Table 1 
Formal Stnictuie of Nazarethiana 

Sectioos Mm. Themes Dynonics Tempo Articnlatioa 

A 1-6 la mf,  cresc.  Animado{J^ll6) no markings 

7-10, 2a P 

10,-16, lb f cresc. 

162-20 2b //./ 
21-26, Ic p, cresc. 

26,-28 2b shortened ff 

B 29-33 Id mp Poco meno mosso legato, dolce 

34 2a (fragment) 

35-40, Ic p, cresc. Piu mosso, animando non-legato 

40,-45, 2c ff m. 42: Tempo primo marcata 

A 45,-51 la mp, cresc.  no markings 

52-55, 2a P 

55,-61, lb p, cresc. 

61,-65 2b f 

66-71, Ic p, cresc. 

71,-76 2c f f ,  cresc. ,  s f f f  

from Brazilian folk dances. Theme 2 is a linear sequence based on dissonant harmonies, 

specially major and minor seconds combined with perfects fourths and perfect fifths. 

Although with a dissonant character, theme 2 suggests a continuation of the preceding 

harmonic progression of the first theme. Theme 1 finishes on A minor harmony in second 

inversion; this chord appears arpeggiated in root position in the first measure of theme 2 

(m. 7: e', c', a), and in the next two measures (mm. 8-9) the ascending bass line goes back 



Example 2 
Theme 1 of Nazarethiana (mm. 1- 6) 

© 1960 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Animado (J = 116) 

GM 

DMm7 

Example 3 
Theme 2 of Nazarethiana (mm. 7-10

1
) 

© 1960 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

7 

GM 

60 

m9 M9 

EMm7 Am 

m7 M9 

Am 

poco rit. 
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to the tonic pitch (f-sharp, g). The following statements of theme 2 show the same 

procedure, although in expanded (mm. I62-2O, 40,-45, 61,-65, and 71,-76), shortened 

(mm. 263-28), or fragmented versions (m. 34). 

The two themes of Nazarethiana share common rhythmic features: the composite 

rhythm of continuous 16th-notes and, in selective areas, the syncopated motive of one 8th-

note followed by two 16th-notes (mm. 15-16,, 25-26„60-61,, and 70-71, in theme 1, and 

mm. 42 and 73 in ±eme 2), as shown in example 4. This rhythmic motive can be referred 

to Nazareth's works, where it is frequently observed as fllustrated in example 6 (mm. 17-

20). 

Example 4 
Common Rhythmic Motive Between Themes 1 and 2 in Nazarethiana 

a. Theme 1 (mm. 15-16,, 25-26,,60-61,, and 70-71,), 
upper part 

© I960 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

b. Theme 2 (mm. 42 and 73) 

© I960 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

cresc. 

S s M 

IT 
® 

J' cresc. 

Table 1 also shows the formal structure of Nazarethiana shaped by changes in 

dynamic levels, tempo, articulation, texture and thematic treatment. Both themes are 

modified in each statement in sections A and B. Example 5 shows the variation processes 

used; fragmentation, transposition, added figuration, added chromaticism, and expanded 

and modified chords, and melodic transformation. 
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Example 5 
Variation Processes in Nazarethiana 

a. Added Figuration and Transposition of Theme 1 (upper part) (mm. 10
2
-14, repeated in

mm. 55
2
-59)

© 1960 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission

a tempo 

b. Inversion (m. 29, upper part), Added Chromaticism (mm. 29-31, upper part), and
Modifications in Tempo and Articulations of Theme 1 (mm. 29-31)

© 1960 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Poco meno mosso 



Example 5 - Continued

c. Variation of Theme 2 through Transposition and Expanded Chords (mm. 16
2
-20,

repeated in mm. 61
2
-65)

© 1960 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 
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d. Added Figuration and Transposition in Varied Registers of Theme 1 (mm. 21-24, upper
part, repeated in mm. 35-38 and 66-69)

© 1960 by Marlos N obre 

Reprinted by permission. 
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As shown in example 5d, theme 1 is given a continuous ascending direction in its 

third statement of sections A (mm. 21-26t and 66-71,), and its last statement of section B 

(mm. 35-40,), with different purposes: contrast and preparation for section B, preparation 

for the recapitulation of section A, and preparation for the end of the work. The highest 

level of thematic transfonnation emphasizes the beginning of section B, as observed in 

example 5b. Here the tempo changes, Animado to Poco meno ntosso, legato and dolce 

markings are added to the right hand part, and the melody gains chromaticism. 

Examining example 2, one observe that the original statement of theme I is phrased 

symmetrically, with three segments of two measures. But in the following statements the 

length of phrases vary, acquiring asymmetrical phrasing and odd numbers of measures, as 

displayed in table 1 —five measures and a half in statements of phrases Ic (mm. 21-26,, 

35-40,, and 66-71,), and five measures in phrase Id (mm. 29-33). Theme 2 is akeady 

based on an asymmetrical length in its original statement, three and a half measures. Later 

it is varied with other asymmetrical phrasing, four and a half measures in statements of 

phrase 2b (mm. I62-2O repeated in mm. 61,-65), two and a half measures in a shortened 

statement of phrase 2b (mm. 26,-28), only one measure in a fragment of phrase 2a (m. 

34), and five measures in statements of phrase 2c (mm. 402*45,, repeated in mm. 71,-76,). 

Example 6, a typical Brazilian tango by Nazareth, shows features that Nobre 

borrows: texture of accompanied melody, chromatic descending bass line, chromatic 

harmonies, syncopated rhythms -although not the same patterns—, and the 2/4 meter 

signature with figurations in 16th-notes. All the tangos by Nazareth are structured in a 

rondo form AABBACCA. Similarly, in Nazpretfuana the melodic character of the first 

theme combined with its several statements gives it the character of a refirain. 

Nazarethiana, as an early work, reveals the roots of its composer. Each one of the 

themes presents one major influence upon Nobre's early style: theme 1 is related to the 
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Example 6 
Travesso, a Brazilian Tango by Nazareth 

a. (mm. 1-4)

b. (mm. 17-20)

style of the Brazilian popular composer Nazareth through similarities in texture, meter, and 

harmonic treatment, and theme 2 borrows rhythmic elements from Brazilian folk dances. 

The harmonic treatment is predominantly tonal, although combined with chromatic 

harmonies and melodies, and linear sequences based on dissonant intervals. Symmetrical 

and asymmetrical phrases are alternated throughout Nazarethiana. 

B. TOCCATINA, PONTEIOEFINAL, OP. 1 2  (1963) 

"Toccatina," "Ponteio," and "Final" are the titles of the three short movements of 

op. 12, which follow the standard fast-slow-fast order of tempos: Obstinado, Moderado, 

and Animado 
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I. "Toccatina" 

Table 2 shows the fonn of the fiist movement as ABA\ which is emphasized by 

changes in texture and tempo. From obstinado, the tempo changes to poco meno mosso in 

the middle section (m. 17), coming back to tempo primo at the beginning of section A' (m. 

28). In sections A and A^ a moto perpetuo ostinato pattern accompanies a chromatic and 

syncopated melody, while in section B three voices interact in a contrapuntal texture. Each 

one of the outer sections presents two parallel bitonal phrases centered in different pitches, 

as displayed in table 2. The phrasing is asymmetrical, with length of phrases varying from 

three to seven and a half measures. 

Table 2 
Formal Structure of'Toccatina" 

Section Phrases Mm. Tonal 
Centers 

Dynamics Tempo 

A intro 1-3 mp Obstinado 

al 4-10 A/F p,  mp,  cresc.  

a2 11-16 E/D f ,  mp,  cresc.  pocoallargcmdo 

B bl 

b2 

transition 

17-22 

23-26 

27 

f ,  mp,  mf,  cresc.  

fsonoro. cresc. 

p cresc. 

Poco meno mosso 

A' a3 28-34 Cm/D p,mp, cresc.  Tempo primo 

a4 35-4li Gm/A f '«*p,f  

coda 41i-44. A p, cresc., fff apressando 

'Toccatina" develops from a descending chromatic motive of four notes, first 

presented in the opening introduction of the movement and labeled as motive X on example 

7. This motive is transposed to become the center of the ostinato pattern of sections A and 
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Example 7 Example 8 
Motive X in "Toccatina" (m. 1) Ostinato Pattern in "Toccatina" (mm. 4- 5, lower part) 

© 1963 by Marlos N obre © 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. Reprinted by permission. 

m2 m2 M2 m2 m2 

P4 PS 
0

TT P4 p5· TT P4 

A 1, with three notes added, as shown in example 8. The most prominent intervals of 

"Toccatina" are represented here: minor seconds, perfect fourths, tritones, and perfect 

fifths. 

In sections A and A 1, each phrase begins with motive X and develops though 

increasing intervals in alternating melodic directions, as illustrated in example 9a. The 

ostinato accompaniment and the upper part are based on the same intervals: minor seconds, 

perfect fourths, perfect fifths, and tritones, as annotated in examples 8 and 9a. The 

ostinato pattern is a beat and a half long, resulting in rhythmic independence among pulse, 

ostinato pattern, and upper part. Example 9 illustrates the transformations of the upper part 

material in sections A and A1
: transposition, extension, added and modified notes, and 

rhythmic displacement. 

Example 10 shows the new three-voice contrapuntal texture m section B. Two 

upper voices move in parallel motion and are based on the anacrusis rhythmic motive of 

three 16th-notes followed by a quarter note; the lower voice moves in an opposite direction 

in the rhythmic pattern 8th, 16th, 16th, 8th, 8th-notes (or ending with two 16th-notes, 

instead of the last 8th-note). The gesture of expansion through voices moving in opposite 

directions is also implied in the increasing intervals in the upper part in sections A (mm. 7-

10 and 14-16) and A 1 (mm. 31-32, and 38-40), as illustrated in examples 9a and lle. 



Example 9 
Variation Procedures in ''Toccatina'' 

a. Extension (mm. 4- 5 extended in mm. 6-10, upper part), Added and Modified Pitches
(m. 6)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

TT P5 P4 P4 P5 

b. Transposition and Rhythmic Displacement (mm. 11-14, upper part)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 

sj sf sf sf sf 

68 



Example 10 
Contrapuntal Texture and Intervals in Section B of "Toccatina" (mm. 17-19) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Poco meno mosso 
M2 m2 m2 m2 

TI P4 M3 

M2 m2 M2 m2 m2 m2 

P4 M3 

69 

P4 

In section B, the three v01ces are tonally treated as independent layers. As 

illustrated in example 10, in the three first measures of section B (mm. 17-19) the upper 

voice follows a general outline of descending thirds (quarter-notes G, E, C); the middle 

voice is angular, constructed over increasing intervals recalling the phrase design of the 

upper part in section A; and in the lower voice, an ascending motive is sequentially treated 

beginning in successive ascending black notes (A-flat, C-sharp, E-flat). Each one of these 

three voices follows a different rhythmic pattern. As annotated in example 10, the 

prominent intervals in section B are minor seconds, perfect fourths, tritones and perfect 

fifths, the same ones observed in section A. Major thirds are also present in section B, and 

are implied in section A in the range of motive X. 

The rhythmic patterns are one measure long in all the three voices in section B, and 

they are stable and calm compared to the polyrhythms of sections A and A 1• Section B also 

contrasts articulation, with long tied notes and markings of dolce and legato. 
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Example 11 shows the different scales that mark each structural division of 

"Toccatina": an ascending G major scale leads to phrase a2 (m. 10, upper part); a 

descending A-flat mixolydian scale leads to section B (m. 16, lower part); a descending 

chromatic scale prepares for the last section (mm. 25-27); an ascending whole-tone scale 

leads to phrase a4 (mm. 33-34, upper part); and an ascending chromatic scale (F-sharp, G, 

G-sharp, A), recalling an inversion of motive X, ends the movement (mm. 40-44, upper

part). These are independent of the tonal centers of the sections where they are inserted in. 

Example 11 
Scales in "Toccatina" 

a. Ascending G Major Scale (m. 10
2

, 

upper part)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

c. Descending Chromatic Scale (mm. 25-27)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by pennission.

b. Descending A-flat Mixolydian Scale (m.
16, lower part)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

poco allargando 



Example 11 - Continued

d. Ascending Whole-tone Scale (mm. 33-34
1
, upper part)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 

e. Ascending Chromatic Scale (mm. 40-44, upper part)

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 
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apressando 
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"Toccatina" is very chromatic, with the completion of an aggregate in every phrase. 

One common procedure N obre uses is to save one pitch to mark the beginning of a new 

section. For example, in phrase al (mm. 4-10) shown in example 9a, all the pitches are 

used except for G-sharp, which is the first note in the upper part in phrase a2 (m. 11). 

Section B is increasingly chromatic: the first aggregate is completed within three measures 

(mm. 17-19), and the following ones in shorter periods of one measure (m. 20 to first 

chord of m. 21, m. 21, m. 23 to the first chord of m. 24, m. 24, m. 25, m. 26, and m. 

27). 

Bi tonality characterizes sections A and A 1, as observed in table 2 and example 12. 

Tonal centers of lower and upper parts are transposed following different patterns: in the 

lower voice they follow a descending D minor triad in first inversion (F, D, A), and in the 

upper part they outline an Amm7 chord and an ascending fifth in each section (A, E, C, G). 

Example 12 
Bitonality in "Toccatina" (tonal centers D in the lower part and E in the upper part) (m. 29) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

11 

ifz 

2. "Pont eio"

The title of the second movement, "Ponteio," is derived from the characteristic 

ponteado of Brazilian popular music, where a descending chromatic bass imitates the guitar 

accompaniment in the popular ensemble groups. Nobre refers to this movement as an 
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example of expanded tonality, a procedure be used in his first style period.^^ All three 

voices are highly chromatic, and the harmonic language fits the usual definition of the term 

expanded tonali^, "a state where one basic tonality still prevails, in spite of various 

melo<Uc and harmonic figurations which may have been added."^^ 

In the introduction (m. 1) all the pitches within the interval 6-flat to F are utilized, 

as shown in example 13. The only repeated pitch is E, implying the resolution of the 

descending fifth E to A, the first pitch in m. 2. This foreshadows the general structure of 

"Ponteio," displayed in table 3: two sections. A' centered on A, and A^ centered on E. The 

new tonal center on E is reached through a transition over a C pedal bass (mm. 13-15); the 

tonal centers combined with this intermediate bass pitch delineate an A minor triad (A, C, 

E). This shift of tonal centers will be resolved in the beginning of the third movement, 

"Final," going back to A. 

Example 13 shows the texture of "Ponteio": three-voice counterpoint prevails 

throughout the movement, except for eleven measures which punctuate the formal 

structure. These are; the introduction, in one single voice (m. 1), and in two voices are the 

transition from section A' to section A^ (m. 13-15), bridges between phrases in section A" 

(m. 18 and 21-23), and the coda (nmi. 32-34). The gesture of expansion through contrary 

motion of the voices, already presented in the first movement, is consistent here. Example 

14 shows that when moving a fifth above, higher tension is preserved: in section A' there 

are higher dynamic levels and more density of textures, with the bass notes doubled in 

octaves (mm. 16-24). 

The composite rhythm of "Ponteio" is of continuous 16th-notes, except for the 

"Nueve Perguntas," 44. 

" Rudolph Reti, Tonality, Atonality, Pantonality (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1978), 67. 



Example 13 
Introduction (m. 1), Contrapuntal Texture (mm. 2-5), and Pitch Sets in "Ponteio" 

© 1963 by Marlos N obre 

Reprinted by permission. 
Moderado m.e. (0,1,6) 

Example 14 
Texture and Pitch Sets in Section A 1 of "Ponteio" (mm. 16-17) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 
(0, 1,6) (0,2,6) 

(0,2,6) 
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(0,1,5) 
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Table 3 
Formal Strucmre of Tonteio" 

Section Phrases Tonal Centers Dynamics 
introduction I B—flat to F mf 

Al 2-5 aggregate A p, cresc. r f  

6-8 aggregate mp 

9-12 aggregate p, cresc. 

13-15 transition aggregate excluding C-sfaarp (C) mf  . f  

A2 16-18 aggregate E f 

19-23 aggregate piuf ,  cresc.  

(21-23 bridge) aggregate ff 

24-27 aggregate mp, cresc.  

28-31 aggregate E/E-flat f, cresc. 

32-34coda aggregate E-flat/E fLp  

introduction, where syncopations and triplets are combined with markings of a vontade (ad 

libitum) and ritardando. The rhythmic motive of a tied dotted 8th-note followed by a 16th-

note is present in all the second beats, except for the sections not in three-voice 

counterpoint. 

Considering the three-note pitch sets formed in each beat of the middle voice, the 

most frequent sets observed are (0,1,6), (0,2,6), as annotated in examples 13 and 14, 

along with (0,1,5), and (0,2,7). Table 3 shows the general movement of the bass line as 

A, E-flat, E, which also defines a (0,1,6) set. These pitch sets share the subset (0,5) 

indicating the prominence of fourths; the two most firequent sets, (0,1,6) and (0,2,6), share 

the subset (0,6) indicating the tritone as another important interval in the movement. One 

can also observe other tritone relationships; in the first phrase, shown in example 13, the 

upper voice descends from e^ (m.2) to b-flat' (m.5); in the second phrase the upper voice 
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ascends from a' (m. 6) to e-flat^ (m. 11); and in the third phrase the bass descends from A 

(m. 9) to D-sharp (m. 10). 

Table 3 displays that the phrasing is irregular —length of phrases varies between 

three and four measures— and organized in aggregates, similarly to 'Toccatina." 

3. "Final" 

The last movement of Toccatina, Ponteio e Final follows the fomial scheme 

ABA'CABA'CA^D, as displayed in table 4. It recalls a rondo from, although with no 

contrasting textures; instead, recurrences of the initial material develop each time in a 

different manner. 

Table 4 
Formal Structure of "Final" 

Section Phrases (nun.) Tonal Center Dynamics 

A 1-4 aggregate A mp 

B 5-8 aggregate excluding A-flat E, modulatory mf 

9-12 aggregate excluding A-flat C f 

13-16 aggregate C(B) "*/./.// 
A' 17-20 aggregate excluding A-flat AyB-flat -f- quartal harmonies mp, cresc. , f  

C 21-23 aggregate modulatory piuf ,  cresc. , f f  

24-26 aggregate excluding A modulatory 

A repeated aggregate A mp 

B repealed aggregate excluding A-flat E.C(B) 

A' repealed aggregate excluding A-flat B-flat /A + quartal barmonies i ip, f f  

C repealed aggregate excluding A modulatory Piuf,ff  

A^ 27-30 aggregate excluding A-flat A P 

D 31-34 aggregate excluding E-flat modulatory 

circle of Sths (R^, B, E, A) 

mf,f ,  mf,  cresc.  

35-38 aggregate A /././/. s///. mf 

Note; For the analysis of "Final," a revised version provided by the composer was followed. The revisions 
include few added dynamic and accent markings, and a repeat sign for mm. 1-26. These changes will appear 
in the next edition of Toccatina, Ponteio e FinaL 
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Example 15 shows the rhythm of this movement as a combination of two and three

note grouping of 16th-notes inserted in a 2/4 meter signature. The basic rhythmic pattern is 

3+3+2, as annotated in example 16. The texture is uniform throughout with a succession 

of two-note chords and single notes played by alternating hands, over octave bass notes. 

This is modified only in three measures of section C, shown in example 16 (mm. 21-23) , 

where a second voice of syncopated chords is added to the texture. 

Example 15 
Rhythmic Texture of "Final" (mm. 1-4) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Animado 
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Example 16 
Texture in Section C of "Final" (mm. 21-23) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 
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Table 4 displays the tonal centers, which delineate an A minor triad: A, C, E. 

Despite the highly chromatic character of the movement, tonal centers are clearly defined 

through broken triads in beginning of phrases (A minor in mm. 1 and 27, and E minor in 

m. 5). Phrases are four-measures long, except for section C, with two segments of three

measures. 

Phrases alternate between completing an aggregate and using eleven pitch classes, 

as displayed in table 4. The pitch missing in most aggregates is A-flat, to avoid the effect 

of resolution of the leading tone to the tonic pitch A. In the second phrase of section C 

(mm. 24-26), the pitch A is saved to mark the return to the final statement of section A (m. 

27), as shown in example 17. This recalls similar procedures used in the first movement, 

"Toccatina." 

Example 17 
Return to Section A in "Final" (mm. 24-27) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Most of the two-note chords played by the right hand are based on perfect fourths. 

This is intensified in sections A1 and C, where fourths formed also between successive 

chords result in quartal harmonies, as observed in example 18. 



Example 18 
Quartal Harmonies in "Final" (mm. 17-18) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 
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sf 

In Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, the three movements are unified through several 

common features: tonal center in A, perfect fourths as one of the prominent intervals, 

chromaticism, unity and conciseness of form, uniform textures throughout each movement, 

alternation between symmetrical and asymmetrical phrasing, reiteration of rhythmic 

motives, duple meter, and a composite rhythm of continuous 16th-notes. There are no 

melodic or rhythmic elements borrowed directly from Brazilian folk or popular music. 

However several features may be related to folk music influence, such as cross-accents, 

syncopated rhythmic patterns, the chromatic descending motion of the bass in the second 

movement, and the motoric and energetic feature of the first and third movements. 

Although Toccatina, Ponteio e Final was written in Nobre's first style period and 

only three years after Nazarethiana, the musical language of these two works are distinct. 

The composer explains that when he composed Toccatina, Ponteio e Final his style was 

becoming more defined and personal, combining elements from popular and folk music but 

without direct allusions. 68 

68 N obre, interview. 
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C. CiCLO bfORDESTiNO No.  3 ,  OP. 22 (1966) 

Nobre composed four Ciclos Nordestinos, although from Cich Nordestino No. 4 

only the last movement is completed and published, entitled "Ftevo;" the other movements 

are in revision. These works were written during different style periods, but all of the 

Ciclos Nordestinos follow the same concept; suites of five short dances based on stylized 

folk songs and dances of Northeast Brazil. 

Ciclo Nordestino No. 3 was written during Nobre's second style period. The 

movements —"Capoeira," "Coco I," "Cantiga de Cego," "Coco II," and "Candomble"— 

alternate between two different textures: the first, third and fifth ones feature a melody 

accompanied by tone clusters, and the remaining movements are written as two-voice 

counterpoint. 

1. "Capoeira" 

Capoeira is a combative sport introduced in Brazil by the African slaves from 

Angola, and in recent times it has been transformed into a choreographic game. Music is 

always part of the performance, with a specific repertoire of songs. The singing altemates 

between a soloist and a choir, and it is accompanied by a percussion ensemble vidth 

berimbau, ganzd, and pandeiro. The pieces are very short, usually based on two short 

motives repeated in increasing tempo. According to Oneyda Alvarenga, this accelerando 

effect is for the purpose of exciting the dancers.®' 

In the first movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, "Capoeira," Nobre borrows a 

melody from a capoeira song entitled "Esta Cobra te Morde" [This Snake Might Bite You], 

shown in example 19. This is a characteristic chant, and it is one of the two representative 

" Oneyda Alvarenga, Musica Popular Brasileira (Sao Paulo; Livraria Duas Cidades, 1982), 287, 
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examples chosen by Alvaienga to illustrate the music of capoeiraJ° Example 20 shows the 

two themes that Nobte alternates ia "Capoeira": theme I is borrowed from "Esta Cobra te 

Morde," and theme 2 is a modified inversion of the same material. Table S displays the 

form of "Capoeira," a two-part form AA' with both themes present in each section. 

Example 19 
The Candomble Song "^Esta Cobra te Morde' 

J -too 

voice 

tambourine 

berimbau 

 ̂ solo  ̂

I t » 7  

choir 

Es - la co-bia te 

^ c _ ;  r  

S 

——f-k—^ 

mor- di Si - nhd S36 B«nl'Ai o bo- le da 

m » 
TT 

-9 * p-

4 choir 

M 

solo choir 

-0  ̂ # «' «-

CO - bra Si - nbd Sio 

-• • • p-

Benc* Oi a co - bra mor -

% 

P 

deu Si- oho SSo 

'"Ibid., 287-288. 
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Example 19 - Continued 

7 solo  ̂ solo choir solo 

Bent 'Oi ve-ne-no da co - bni Si - iib6 Sio Beni* Ot a cas ca da 

cfotr solo cfo/r 

4 > J I > > •P J' I J J J' Ji 
CO - bra Si - nbd SSo Bent' 0 que co-bra da - oa-da Si - ohd SSo 

 ̂ choir 

^ I J, J. II 
Benf O que co - bra mal - va - da Si - ab6 S3b Ben - to. 

Table 5 
Formal Structure of "Capoeira" 

Section Mm. Themes Tonal Texture 
Ccnteis 

Dynamics Tempo 

intro 1-4 not thematic ostinato + /, p 
percussion on the piano 

Poco animato 

5-12 

13-20 

1 

2 

C ostinato + 1 voice m p 

A/F ostinato + 2 voices pp dolce 

A' 21-28 

29-36 

1 

2 

C/G ostinato -f- 2 voices / rudo 

A/E ostinato + 2 voices mp dolce 

Deciso 

coda 37-39 not thematic F modified ostinato pattern p , p p , p p p  

-i-hold chord 
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Example 20 
Themes of "Capoeira" 

a. Theme 1 (mm. 5-6, upper part) 

© 1966 by Marios Nobie 
Reprinted by pennission. 

b. Theme 2 (mm. 13-14, upper part) 
© 1966 by Marios Nobtc 
Reprinted by permission. 

W 

Example 21 shows the introductioii, where an ostinato is combined with percussion 

by the right hand on the wooden part of the piano. Aiter the introduction the texture is 

uniform throughout the movement, with an ostinato in the lower part accompanying 

melodic lines in the upper part. This ostinato is based on a two-measure syncopated pattern 

with two different clusters. 

Example 21 
Introduction of "Capoeira" (mm. 1-4) 

© 1966 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Poco animato 
 ̂ m-eLfechadapervutiruJo na tdbua do instrumento 

1 n I n J i 
p 

The pianist performs the ostinato in an unusual way, with the wrist and closed 

hands. The composer notates this with vertical rectangles and gives instructions on how to 

play them: "the hand has to function as percussion but without aggression, and it will be 
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closed; T [blank rectangles] is played with the underside of the wrist, and ^2' [black 

rectangles] with the fist."^^ The idea of two alternating tone clusters recalls the 

accompaniment of the berimbau in c^)oeira performances; this percussion instrument is 

also based on two pitched sounds, which are approximately a whole tone apart. 

The melodic phrases reiterate two-measure pentatonic segments. Bitonality is 

established between the two melodic lines begiiming in the first statement of theme 2 (m. 

13), when a third voice is added to the texture. Bitonal relations remain throughout the 

movement, as illustrated in example 22. This example shows that in the last phrase (mm. 

33-35), the inner voice does not resolve on the expected E as before; instead it establishes 

an open fifth with the upper voice, F/C, finally matching the bass of the cluster, F. 

Example 22 
Bitonality and the Last Phrase of "Capoeira" (tonal center A in the upper voice and E in the 
middle voice, mm. 29-33,) (mm. 29-36) 

© 1966 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission 

" Nobre, Ciclo Nordestino No. 3 (Rio de Janeiro: Innaos Vitale, 1971), 4. 
A tnao esquerda deve fiincionar como percussao mas sem agressividade, e estard fechada. O "I" toca-se com 
o pulso e 0 "2" com a parte dos dedos curvados. 
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Example 22 - Continued 

poco rit. 

do lee p 

---· 

The composer preserves the characteristic repetitiveness of capoeira chants, 

although he combines this quality with elements of contrast: varied texture, alternation of 

themes, and rhythmic variation of the themes, as shown in example 23. 

Example 23 
Rhythmic Variations of Theme 1 in "Capoeira" (mm. 21-26, top voice) 

© 1966 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

- J J J 
J: i 1;i]JH]i1 

The measure by measure alternation between solo and choir, which is characteristic of 

capoeira chants and present in "Esta Cobra te Morde," is not utilized by Nobre in this 

movement. However, duality of two different melodic timbres is recalled through the 
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altematioii of two themes played in contrasting registers, with varied dynamics, and in 

different tonal centers. Nobre implies the gradual increase in ten^ in the capoeira songs 

through the different tempo markings, Poco animato (mm. 1-20) and Deciso (mm. 21-39). 

The synmietric and regular phrasing of the original capoeira songs is also preserved. 

2. "Coco I" 

The coco is a traditional folk music from Northeast Brazil. It may be 

choreographed or not, with a varieQr of instrumental accompaniment; usually the instrument 

gives the coco its name, such as in coco-de-zandje, coco-de-ganm, and coco-de-

mungongue. The performance is characterized by a dialogue between solo and choir 

singing. Other Brazilian folk dances are based in this dialogue, such as the maxixes and 

sambas, but in isolated stanzas, and with the part of the chorus almost dispensable. 

According to Andrade, only in the cocos are the parts juxtaposed and treated in an 

antiphonal dialogue.'" 

One can observe many common features in the 245 examples of coco songs 

collected by Andrade and published in the book Os Cocos edited by Oneyda Alvarenga. 

The most apparent metric characteristics are: predominance of duple meter, with 225 in 

duple meter and five alternating or combining duple and triple meters; note values varying 

between 16th-notes and whole notes, with predominance of 8th and 16th-notes; 

syncopations and cross-accents, observed in 151 examples; dotted rhythms, present in 

eighty-three examples; and fermatas and rubato markings throughout. 

In a discussion by Andrade in the appendix of this book, be emphasizes the 

richness of poetic meter and musical rhythm in the cocos: 

" M^o de Andrade, Os Cocos, ed. Oneyda Alvarenga (Sao Paulo; Livraria Duas PiHaHpc 1984), 
362. 
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The coco songs are sung in a very original and unique way. Sometimes it 
becomes almost impossible to figure out and transcribe precisely not only little 
figurations but even the general rhythm of the piece 

Besides, the musical diction is so fi:ee, prosodic, and full of fantasy; the 
rhythms become totally detached finm the meter. The rhythms sometimes are very 

sometimes stron^y marked. The syncopation 16th, 8th, 16th-notes in the 2/4 
measure... is performed in between this and triplets.^^ 

Andrade also believes that the rhythmic fireedom in the cocos is unique and more 

accentuated in comparison to other Brazilian folk dances, such as maxixe, caterete, and 

samba?* This results fix>m the improvisatory character of coco singing. The singers, 

called coqueiros, are people with no musical instruction. They improvise the lyrics, and 

consequently have to improvise the music to fit the text Andrade describes their singing; 

In all singers from the Northeast that I heard singing cocos . . . what I observed 
was a very subtle rhythm based almost always and structured only on accents. This 
was really clear. But the value of the notes was always confusing. It was a refined 
rubato, though with amazing naturalness, fitting perfecdy with the rhythm of the 
words rather that following exact values... . This singing . . . sounds to me as a 
recitative with sounds perfectly determined rather than European-like melodies.^^ 

The common practice of improvising lyrics over the same melodic material explains 

the repetitive melodies which usually occurs with variations. To suit the improvisational 

" Andrade, Cocos, 365-366. 
Quanto k maneiia com que sao cantados [os cocos], ela e muito original e por vezes dunm iiberdade 

e dum carrier extraordinirio. Momentos hi em que se torna quase impossivel descobrir e grafar com 
exaddao nao s6 pequenas figura^oes, pequenas "fitas" vimiosuiticas episddicas como at6 o ritmo geral (fa 
peqa.... 

Per outro lado a dic^ musical se manifesta de maneiia tao livre, tao pros6dica ^ vezes, outias 
vezes tao fantasista, que os ritmos se libertam de qualquer peia de compasso. Os ritmos ora se diluem na 
comodidade, ora se afirmam n/ddos. A smcopa semicolcheia-colcbeia-semicolcbeia nos dois-por-quatio . . . 
6 um intennedidrio entie isso e a tercina. 

Ibid., 367. 

" Ibid., 102. 
Ali^, em todos os nordestinos que ji. escutei cantar cocos . . . o que notei sempre foi uma ritmica 
sutilfssima quase sempre que baseada e construfda unicamente sobre os acentos. Estes eram perfeitamente 
nftidos e bem maicados. Por^m a medida dos sons Scava sempre sem exaddao cronom^trica. Era um 
rubato reflnado, estupendamente natural e realista, se acomodando perfeitamente com a ritmica natural di 
palavra falada e nao com medidas exatas de tempo Esses cantos nordestinos ... me parece que devem 
ser uma esp^ie de recitativo provido de sons perfeitamente determinados e nao melodias no senddo europeu 
da palavra. 
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character, the melodies must be simple and easy to sing. Repeated pitches are observed in 

all but two of the 245 examples of cocos given by Andrade; the most fiiequent intervals aie 

seconds and thirds, and the melodic range is usually no larger than one octave, with few 

exceptions. 

Table 6 displays the form of "Coco" as ABA'. The movement has the contrapuntal 

effect of a two-part invention. In sections A and A' the two voices are canonical entering 

one beat apart at an interval of one octave, as shown in example 24; the melodic outline 

alternates between the scales of D major and D mixolydian. 

Table 6 
Formal Structure of "Coco F' 

Section Mm. Scales Texture Dynamics 

A 1-4 D major 2-voice canon / 
5-9 D mixolydian 2-voice canon P 

B 10-13 D major/ G mixolydian 2 indepencfent voices mp 

14-17 D mixolydian / G mixolydian 2 independent voices in f , f  

18-20 D major / G mixolydian 2 independent voices P 

A' 21-24 D mixolydian 2-voice canon f 

25-29 D major 2-voice canon P 

In section B, the two voices become independent, generally taking opposite 

directions and suggesting different tonal centers. Example 25 shows bitonal relationship in 

section B, where the lower voice is based on a G mixolydian scale and the upper voice 

continues to altemate between D major and D mixolydian scales. Table 6 shows that other 

than texture and tonal centers, the division of sections is also emphasized by changes in 



Example 24 
Canon and Scales in "Coco I" (mm. 1-4) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Example 25 
Bitonality in "Coco I" (mm. 10-12) (upper part on D major and lower part on G 
mixolydian) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission, 
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dynamic levels. The composite rhythm consists of continuing 16th-notes, with syncopated 

accents on half beats and last 16th-notes of beats. 

N obre preserves the character of coco songs of dialogue and juxtaposition between 

two voices by the two-voice contrapuntal texture. Repeated notes and scale passages 

recalls the vocal character of the cocos, although not the consecutive leaps of seventh in 

opposite directions. The feature of modified repetition of melodic material is also preserved 

specially in sections A and A 1, where phrases are repeated alternating outlined scale --D 
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major and D mixolydian. The mixolydian scale with the flat seventh degree, which is 

present through most of the movement (mm. 5-24), is characteristic of modality of 

Brazilian folk music. "Coco I" and the examples given by Andrade also share duple meter, 

predominance of 8th and 16th-notes, syncopations, and cross-accents. 

Example 26 shows an original coco song from the book Os Cocos. 76 Comparing 

this and the second movement of Cicio Nordestino No. 3, one can observe two common 

rhythmic motives: the syncopation on repeated notes (example 27, mm. 5 and 7, and 

example 24, mm. 1-3), found in eighty examples in the book by Andrade; and the other is 

the motive of four 16th-notes where the first three are on a repeated pitch (example 26, 

mm. 2-6, 8, and 10, and example 25, mm. 10-12i, upper part) which is frequent in section 

B of "Coco," as shown in example 25. In Andrade's examples, there are forty with this 

motive, another thirty-four with an inverted form --the three last notes in a repeated pitch--, 

and ten examples with a combination of this motive and its inversion. 

Example 26 
An Original Coco Song 

IJjj)JjJJI J J J J .Nr 
6i, Va- mo dis - ere- ve a no- ssa te - rra bra - si - le - r'Oi 

r-r1 

14 1 JJJJJ J J JIJ J 3 J J,J l.rJJ"hJJJI 
va - mo dis - ere - ve a no - ssa te - rra bra - si - le - r'Oi va- mo dis ere- ve a nos - sa 

ter - ra- E A ma zo raa Ri - o Bran-coe Ja- mun - da Bra - si le r'E Ma - ra 

76 Ibid. , 55. 
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Example 26 - Continued 

10 j 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I J ~ J d ~ II 1, ,. 
J -.-..._.. 

j6 e Be - )em do Pa ra Bra - si Ie - ra 6 i 

3. "Cantiga de Cego" 

In Brazilian folk music, cantiga de cego is sung by blind beggars m the street 

markets in Northeast Brazil as they ask for handouts from the people who pass by. The 

singing has a beseeching, monotonous, and improvisatory character, and may be 

accompanied by an instrument, usually played by the same person. According to Andrade, 

monotony has specific functions in this singing: it makes it easier to fit lyrics in, and it gets 

the audience into a passive state, and consequently more receptive to the song.77 

The third movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3 was inspired by a unique situation. 

Nobre was walking on the streets of Recife, when he saw a blind man singing a cantiga de 

cego in his melancholy manner, while some noisy kids were throwing cloth balls against a 

wall, right behind the man's head. Nobre was very impressed by this juxtaposition of 

"two different worlds" and transferred this idea to the music, through contrasting melody 

and accompaniment. 7 8 

Example 27 shows the texture of "Cantiga de Cego," which is thin and spread out 

symmetrically across the keyboard: the melody in the middle register (range from c1 

through d2
) is accompanied by clusters played on both extremes of the keyboard ( f- c5 and 

EE-AAA). 

77 Ibid., 383. 

78 Nobre, conversation, 1 April 1997. 
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Example 27 
Texture of "Cantiga de Cego" (mm. 4-7) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by pennission. 

s~---- --------- - -- --- - --------, 
>- >- >- >-

v V V 

>-
sf gvb _ _ - .J 

>- >- >-

sf sf sf gvb _ ____________ _ __ - _ __ - _ J 

Example 28 shows the melody of "Cantiga de Cego" centered on F, with the fourth 

degree of the scale lowered (b 1 instead of b-flat 1 in mm. 5 and 7). Examining this example, 

one observes that Nobre avoids placing notes of the melody and clusters on strong beats in 

order to recreate the improvisational character of the folk cantigas de cego. He places all 

the tone clusters on the second or the fourth 16th-note of the beats, and among the twenty

seven pitches of the melody, only seven are on strong beats (first notes in mm. 3-9) and 

four on weak beats (second notes on mm. 3, 5, 7, and 9). 

Nobre preserves several characteristics from the folk version of cantiga de cego: 

improvisational character, repetitiveness, simplicity of melody and form, slow tempo, and 

the melancholy and monotonous character. The effect of monotony is achieved through 

uniform texture, dynamic levels and articulation, and the repetition of the same note values 

in the four phrases with a written ritardando at the end of each one ( quarter note, dotted 
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Example 28 
Melody of "Cantiga de Cego" (mm. 2-11, middle staff) 

© 1963 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by pennission. 

2 Lento ^ 

\ l i  ~  
W 

quarter aote, and quarter note tied to a dotted quarter note), as observed in example 28. 

One can also observe several features of symmetry in "Cantiga de Cego": use of registers 

and topographic use of the keyboard, which is displayed in table 7, the placement of this 

movement in the center of the suite, and the melodic structure abba' with four segments of 

two measures each plus introduction and coda. 

This movement presents clear melodic similarities to the first of the three examples 

of cantiga de cego given by Renato Almeida, shown in example 29 The melodies of 

both "Cantiga de Cego" and the original example are based on a scale with a raised fourth 

degree, which is characteristic of Brazilian folk songs. Similarities in melodic design are 

evident: first melodic segments begiiming on a descending diatonic passage followed by an 

ascending perfect fourth and a descending major second; and same melodic design in the 

second phrase (f, a', c^ b', d^, c^, a' in "Cantiga de Cego," mm. 43-62, and g', b', d^, 

d\ e^ d^ b' in the original example, mm. 3j-5), except for the fourth pitch. 

" Almeida, Histdria da Musica, 109. Lyrics are not provided. 
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Table 7 
Phrase Structure and Texture of "Cantiga de Cego" 

Phrases Mm. Texture 

introduction 1-2, clusters in both extremes of the keyboard 

a 23-4, melody clusters in the low extreme of the keyboard 

b 43-62 melody -t- clusters in the high extreme of the keyboard 

b 63-8, melody + clusters in the low extreme of the keyboard 

a' 83-9 melody + clusters in the high extreme of the keyboard 

coda 10-11 clusters in both extremes of the keyboard 

Example 29 
An Original Cantiga de Cego 

Lento 

eh n ' # — 
\ 0 * 0 

-V-3- r r ' f ^  — —  

' [ J  N  J  N -  ^  1
 

i / t  n  n i  
L!S2 M—d—€ 1J J J 1 Jv. 
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4. "Coco II (Fuguetta)" 

The fourth movement of CicU) Nordestino No. 3 is constructed as a fugue, 

alternating between statements of subject and episodes, and finishing with a stretto. 

Example 30 shows the subject based on octave leaps and arpeggiated passages on a 

mixolydian scale, and the counter-subject, characterized by syncopated scale passages. 

Example 30 
Subject (mm. 1-2, lower part and nmi. 2-3, upper part) and Counter-subject (mm. 3-4, 
lower part) of "Coco IF' (mm. 1-4) 

© 1963 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by pennission. 

1 Allegro moderate 
— m 

mf 

^ ^  LrrPf'Trr -*. •# c—-

i' 
* J 

i? 

7 -J 7 7 7 

The episodes are based on the same material: octave leaps, syncopations, and 

diatonic scale passages, as observed in example 31. Example 32 shows a pause in m. 19 

which suggests a structural division, dividing the movement into two sections. The short 

section after this break has the effect of a coda, and ends the movement with a stretto, 

displayed in example 33. Table 8 demonstrates that each section follows a build up in 

dynamic levels and ftequency of the subject. 

The features of "Coco Q" related to elements of the folk cocos are similar to the 

ones presented in the discussion of "Coco I," that is, texture of dialogue between two 

juxtaposed voices, syncopated rhythms, duple meter, and flat seventh degree from modal 

scales. 
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Example 31 
Episocte in "Coco D" (nun. 5-8) 

© 1963 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

M 

mp 

Example 32 
Structiiral Division in "Coco IF' (nun. 19-20) 

© 1963 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Example 33 
Stretto in "Coco IF' (nun. 26-29) 

© 1963 by Marios Nobre. 
Reprinted by permission. 

= J JI 
^ -

.PTirrp 

cresc. 

J J J 
1' • • 

- * f m ^ 

wmmtmm ^ '=̂  

mf' ' i 
7 -i* L 
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Table 8 
Formal Structure of "Coco II (Fuguetta)" 

Section Mm. Phrases Tonal Centers Dynamics 

A 1-4 2 statements of the subject C,G mf 

5-8 episode modulatory P 

9-15 5 statements of the subject E,G,B mp.  cresc . .  mf , f  

16-19 episode modulatory f cresc.. sff 

B (coda) 20-21 1 statement of the subject F P 

22-25 episode modulatory p,mp 

26-30 stretto C mf,  cresc . ,  f  

5. "Candomble" 

The candomble is defined in the Enciclopedia da Musica Brasileira as a "fetish 

worship, held in places caUed terreiros.. . . The ceremony is based on the singing and 

music, used to reach a trance-like state or ecstasy."®" Specific sources concerning the 

music are lacking, as B^gue states: "The functional aspects of candomble music have 

never been studied by anyone and the song repertories have not been codified."®' 

The music is not considered accompaniment, but an important part of the 

candomble performances. Rhythmic insistence, repetition, and consequent monotony are 

the main features of the candomble ceremony, in which the rhythm plays a very important 

role. Andrade, after visiting candomble ceremonies in Brazil, commented that: 

It [the music], particularly through its rhythmic character of manifestation, acts 
powerfully on tte body with a torpid and dionysic effect that takes us into lazy 

Marcos Antonio Marcondes, ed., Enciclopedia da Musica Brasileira (Sao Paulo; Art Editora Irrfa 
1977), 138. 

" Gerard B€h^e, "Patterns of Candomble Musical Performance," in Performance Practice -
Ethnomusicological Perspectives, ed. by Gerard Blague (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1984): 230. 
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stages of a body at ease, as well as into violent stages of anger .... 
The main element of this power of the music is not its sonority, but its 

rhythm.82 

The last movement of Cicio Nordestino No. 3 follows a two-part form AA1 with 

introduction and coda, as displayed in table 9. Example 34 shows that each one of the two 

sections consists of two segments of four measures, each one repeated. Section A 1 differs 

from section A only by placing the melody in a higher register, four octaves above, and by 

using lower dynamic levels. The resulting melodic structure is xxyyx1x1y1y1 or XYX1Y1
• 

Example 34 
Melody of "Candomble" (mm. 22-18i, lower part, and second time repeated, mm. 182-34i, 
upper part) 

39. 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Tempo giusto 
X 2 2nd time 5 8ves higher 

I ;,= t F2 J 

' 
I ~1: I J J~ .....J 

.. ___ 
---

10 y 

I ~: 
J j J 

......., 

....__. . --------~~-------
~ 

~ I ~ I ~ 
.... 

?3 L 1 J L 
'--· . -......._, ____ ... _, 

I lg J J --.....__ ---

82 Mario de Andrade, Musica de Feitir;aria no Brasil (Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 1963) 

Ela [a musica], principalmente pela sua forma de manifestar-se pondo em excesso de violencia o ritmo, atua 
poderosamente sobre o ffsico, entorpecendo, dionisiando, tanto conseguindo nos colocar em estados largados 
de corpo fraco e espfrito cimarento, como nos violentos estados de furia .... 

0 elemento principal desse poder da musica nao e propriamente sonoro, mas ritmico. 
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Example 34 - Continued 

14 

J · 11 
·-~· 

Table 9 
Formal Structure of "Candomble" 

Section Phrase Mm. Texture and Dynamics 

introduction 1-21 percussion of the hand on the wooden part of the instrument (j) 

A X 22-101 ostinato clusters (p) + melody in low register (mf) 

y 102-181 ostinato clusters (p) + melody in low register (mf) 

A1 xi 18r261 ostinato clusters (pp) + melody in high register (p) 

y1 26r341 ostinato clusters (pp) + melody in high register (p) 

coda 342-38 ostinato clusters (pp) + percussion of the hand on the wooden part 
of the instrument 

In her studies on the music of candomble nag8-ketu, 83 Angela Li.ihning defines two 

formal types of candomble songs, the ones where the choir repeats the phrase sung by the 

choir leader, sometimes in a slightly modified form, and the songs where the leaders and 

the choir sing contrasting parts. 84 The melody of "Candomble" fits in the first category. 

Other melodic characteristics discussed by Li.ihning and present in "Candomble" are 

predominance of thirds and seconds in the melodic lines, melodies alternating between 

ascending and descending directions, and a common initial design of a short ascending 

83 Candomble nago-ketu is a type of candomble from Bahia state in Brazil. 

84 Angela Ltihning, Die Musik im candomble nago-ketu (Hamburg: Karl Dieter Wagner, 1990), 
165. 
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segment followed by a descending movement (mm. 22-3 and 62-7 in example 34).85 

Example 34 displays the melody of "Candomble" centered on G, beginning with an 

ascending arpeggiation on a first inversion of the G major triad, and continually returning 

to this note. But G is not the pitch on which the motives either begin or end, and this can 

be related to features of candomble songs. According to Andrade, the candomble melodies 

do not finish on the tonic pitch purposely to avoid a sensation of release and ending. This 

invites a feeling of continuation through repetition of the melodic material. 86 

The melody of "Candomble" is built on a hexatonic scale: B, C, D, E, F, G. It can 

be considered in the mixolydian mode, according to Jose Geraldo de Souza. Because 

Brazilian folk melodies frequently move in parallel thirds, Souza interprets hexatonic folk 

melodies as being the top voice of a parallel third passage, where the lower voice is 

suppressed. 87 Example 35 shows that the melody of "Candomble" would then begin on G 

and would follow a G mixolydian scale. 

Example 35 
The Melody of "Candomble" as the Top Voice of Parallel Thirds 

10 o 1f 1r £,gr [] 

I~ 

85 Ibid. , 189-192. 

86 Andrade, Musica de Feitir;aria, 43-44. 

87 Jose Geraldo de Souza, "Mi modal e mi tonal, notas sobre as series sonoras de mi," Revista 
Brasileira de Folclore 8, No. 20 (January-April 1968): 70-71. 
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Example 36 shows the ostinato figure which accompanies the melody of 

"Candomble." The pianist uses hands and wrists to play the ostinato, in a similar way to 

that of "Capoeira" and following the same notation. The clusters here include the pitches: 

F, G, A, B in one cluster, and F-sharp, G-sharp, A-sharp in the other. This non-triadic 

combination contributes to the sonorous idea of a non-pitched percussion instrument. 

According to Gerard Behague, usually a group of three different drums are used for the 

candomble ceremony, together with an agog8 or a shaken rattle.88 

Example 36 
Ostinato Pattern of "Candomble" 

This motoric ostinato accompaniment is present throughout the movement, giving 

"Candomble" a rhythmic energy which recalls candomble performances. It is based on a 

3+3+2 rhythmic motive which begins in the second 16th-note of each 2/4 measure, 

resulting in syncopation and displacement of the beat. In his study of candomble music, 

Gerard Kubik notates the time-line patterns of Brazilian candomble music;89 all of them are 

based on a combination of two and three-note grouping, although resulting in longer 

patterns of twelve and sixteen strokes.90 

88 Behague, "Patterns of Candomble," 232. 

89 Time-line pattern is defined by Kubik as "the characteristic percussive pattern which permeates 
the music as a most persistent trait," in Gerard Kubik, Angolan Traits in Black Music, Games and Dances 
of Brazil (Lisboa: Junta de Investiga~oes Cientificas do Ultramar, 1979), 13. 

9° For examples of candomble time-line patterns, see Kubik, Angolan Traits , 15-21. 
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The ostinato figure is repeated for thirty-two measures (mm. 3-34). Afterward, it is 

repeated two more times (mm. 35-36 1 ), but changing to 4+3+4. Repetition and percussion 

recalls and characterize the candomble songs as stated in the Enciclopedia da Musica 

Brasileira: "The violent rhythm of the drums and the incessant repetition of the chants . 

take the novices to a true hypnotic state."91 

The texture of "Candomble" is thin and spread out across the keyboard, as 

displayed in example 37. It resembles the texture of the third movement of the suite, 

"Cantiga de Cego," although the placement of melody in the center of the keyboard and 

clusters in the extremes of that movement is reversed here by the texture of a cluster 

ostinato in the middle of the keyboard and melodic lines over the extreme registers. 

Example 37 
Texture of "Candomble" (mm. 17-20) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 
gva _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 

Ciclo Nordestino No. 3 preserves a close relationship with folk music, similarly to 

the other ciclos. Each movement is conceived as a stylized version of a characteristic folk 

dance from Northeast Brazil. In the first one, "Capoeira," Nobre borrows the melody from 

91 Enciclopedia da Musica Brasileira, 138.
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an original capoeira song, and be bases the third movenaent, "Cantiga de Cego," on 

another original folk melody. These borrowed materials ate modified and inserted in new 

contrapuntal, timbral, and rhythmic textures. In the other movements, characteristics of 

folk music are preserved, such as short and symmetrical phrasing, vocal melodic character, 

syncopated rhythmic motives, juxtaposition of voices, improvisationai character, rhythmic 

motoric drive, modality, and a uniform texture throughout each movement. 

D. HOMENAGEM A ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN,  OP. 40 (1973) 

The Israel Festival commissioned Nobre to write a piano solo work for the first 

Arthur Rubinstein Piano Competition. Nobre was inspired from his impression of 

Rubinstein's intense and passionate personality as a pianist, and composed Homenagem a 

Arthur Rubinstein as a virtuosic piece characterized by high and dramatic contrasts. 

The work develops from a short and fast motive in a moto perpetuo of 32nd-notes, 

labeled motive 1 in example 38a. Its chromatic movement in ascending and descending 

directions contrasts with a perfect fourth (E-flat/A-flat/E-flat) at the beginning of the 

measure. Motive 1 is repeated, sequenced, and transposed, being constructed for 

reiteration -the ending in ascending direction may continue into the beginning ascending 

gesture. According to Nobre, at the time he composed this work repetitiveness was his 

reaction to the principles of atonal composition, which excludes thematic repetition, and to 

serial composition, which constrains the use of repetition within the rows. "This is 

anarchic," asserts Nobre.'̂  

Nobre, interview by the author. 
(Nao-repeti^ao nao 6 um principio,) 6 andrquico. 
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The most prominent intervals of the piece are already presented in motive 1: 

seconds resulting in much chromaticism, perfect fourths marked in the beginning of the 

first measure (E-flat, A-flat), and a perfect fifth defined in the range of the first ascending 

gestures (C-sharp, A-flat), also accented in m. 4 (F-sharp, C-sharp). 

There are two other motives in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein: example 38b 

shows motive 2, a figuration of ascending thirds in the upper part, and example 38c shows 

motive 3, which is based on a repeated pitch with varying dynamic levels and decreasing 

note values, in a written accelerando. 

Example 38 
Motives of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

a. Motive 1 (m. 1) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Presto con fuoco (}= 168'1. 

I~ s j f#}nl ~ii ~AU J JbhJJI 
mf -==::::::::= 

b. Motive 2 (m. 6, upper part) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 



Example 38 - Continued

c. Motive 3 (mm. 38-39
1
)

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 
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These three motives are connected through bridges. Example 38 shows the bridge 

materials, which are based in the same intervals presented in motive 1. Bridge material 1 

expands the range in a continuous ascending gesture, with predominance of perfect fifths, 

perfect fourths, and major and minor seconds; bridge material 2 is a descending sequence 

of two and three-note chords based on perfect fourths and major seconds; bridge material 3 

is angular characterized by frequent changing melodic directions. As annotated in example 

39c, the three-note set most frequently observed in bridge material 3 is (0, 1, 6); it shows 

again presence of minor seconds, perfect fourths, tritones, and perfect fifths. As annotated 

in example 38c, bridge material 3 is organized following completion of aggregates. Bridge 

material 1 also complete an aggregate, although with repetition of pitches. 



Example 39 
Bridge Materials in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

a. Bridge Material 1 (mm. 16-19) 
© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Meno mosso (J = oo) 3---1 
r::::~efP-rl 

~-

b. Bridge Material 2 (mm. 20-21) 
© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

~-

c. Bridge Material 3 (mm. 30-31) 
© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

* 
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aggregate 

(0,1,6) (0,1,6) (0,1,6) 
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Table 10 displays the fonnal structure of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, a loose 

aba' fonn. Sections A and A' ace based on motives 1 and 2, while section B is based on 

motive 3, with a brief allusion to motive 1. Example 40 shows the end of section B, where 

motive 3 is transformed into an interlude (mm. 56-60) through a gradual expansion of the 

repeated note into tone clusters, as illustrated in example 40. This interlude functions as a 

retransition to section A'.'̂  

As observed in table 10, the three sections contrast in dynamic levels, motivic 

material, composite rhythm, and tonal centers. The contrasting motives, with diversified 

tempos, textures, dynamics, and registers, are juxtaposed and punctuate structural 

divisions. Each section recalls motives and materials of previous and following sections, 

in a constant interpolation of ideas. Ascending and descending melodic directions are clear 

and frequently changed, contributing to the dramatic character of the work. 

Motives and bridge materials are modified and transformed throughout the work. 

Example 41 illustrates some of the variation procedures utilized- sequences, fragmentation, 

extension, and melodic and rhythmic transformation. 

This analysis differs in some points from Nobre's own analytical understanding of die work, as 
discussed with the author in conversation on 1 April 1997. According to the composer, Homenagem a 
Arthur Rubinstein follows a compressed sonata form; the exposition (mm. 1-41) is based on three 
"elements" (which are labeled here motives I, 2, and 3); the development (mm. 42-84) is based on these 
same elements; and in a reexposition (mm. 85-97), only the two first elements appear; a coda (mm. 99-103) 
finalizes the work. 

The author chooses here the term 'motive' to imply a material that does not recur in the same 
manner, rather it is continously varied and developed. The main idea of a three-part form is preserved, 
although with different divisions. The author perceives the changing of thematic material in m. 30 as the 
beginning of section B, and the returning of motive 1 in m. 61 (^ not in m. 85) as the beginning of 
section A', marked by a strong reference to the begining material as well as dramatic changes of texture and 
tempo. As the work is conceived as a continuous and organic development of musical elements, the author 
chooses not to define only a specific section of the work as development inserted in a sonata form, 
preferring to call the form ABA'. 
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Table 10 
Thematic Structure of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

Section Mm. Tiiemes Direction Dynamics Tonal 
Centers 

Structural 
Fiftiis 

A 1-15 Ml, M2 descending «/-/.// Eb 

16-19 Bl ascending ff C#/G#, Rt/C# 

20-21 B2 descending ff Bb 

22-26 M2 ascending Bb 

27-29 B2 descending f f f  (A) 

B 30-36 B3 ascending 

37-41 B1,M3 ascending f f ' P P  f f  P P r P P P  Bb(+G) 

42-48 Ml descending m p , f  G#/C# 

49 M3 f f f  

50 B3 f f f  

51-55 B1,M3 ascending f , p p ,  m p , p p .  Bb(+F) 

retransition: 
p p p .  p p ,  m p  

56-60 interlude descending m f , p , m p , p p p , p , p p  
(chord expanding) 

(F) 

A' 61-80 Ml descending P././T./. mp,/ Eb 

81-82 M2 ascending f f f  CWF# (inverted) 

83-84 B3 f f f  Bb 

85-87 Ml f f  Bb F#/C# + C#/Ab 

88-89 B2 descendng f f  

90-94 M2 ascending p cresc 

95-98 B2 descending f f f  

coda 99-103 Ml descending f f < m  Eb(A,G) F#/C# + C#/Ab 

Note: The three motives are labeled as Ml, M2, and M3, and the bridge materials as B1, B2, and B3. 



Example 40 
Last Part of Section B (mm. 51-60) and Retransition to Section A

1 
(mm. 56-60) in 

Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

Meno (J = 76) 

b 

sff 
�-

delicatamente 

Pio lento 
!":'I 

l'7'I Lento 

Lentissimo 

piu lento ancora 
{.'I, 

�� 

* �-

C--}� 
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Example 41 
Variation Procedures in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

a. Fragmentation and Sequence of Motive 1 (m. 5, upper part)

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 

b. Extension of Motive 2 (mm. 25-26, upper part)
© 1973 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 

c. Melodic Variation, Transposition, and Sequence of Motive 1 (mm. 42-44)
© 1973 by Marlos Nobre
Reprinted by permission. 
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Many relationships can be observed among motives and bridge materials. As an 

example, a comparison between motive 1 and bridge material 1 displays relations between 

intervals and completion of aggregates. Example 38a shows that the first bridge material is 

structured over two intervals of perfect fiiths, C-sharp/G-sharp (A-flat) (m. 17) and F-

sharp/C-sharp (m. 18), intervals which are also marked in the beginning of the work in 

motive 1 (mm. 1-3 and m. 4). 

Diagram 1 demonstrates that in the first statement of bridge material 1 (mm. 16-19) 

the completion of aggregate occurs in a similar order as in motive 1 in the beginning of the 

work (mm. 1-5). Both aggregates have the pitches 1 and 6 in the same position and the 

invariant dyads 2-4, 7-9, 0-11, and 6-5. Dividing each row in two hexachords, 

correspondent hexachords have five pitches in conmion, (1,2,4,3,8) and (5,6,7,9,11). 

Diagram 2 compares these complete aggregates including the repeated pitch classes, 

demonstrating similarity in order with pitches (1, 2,4, 3, 6, 1, 5, 7,9, 11). 

Diagram 1 
Completion of Aggregates in the First Statements of Motive 1 and Bridge Material 1 in 
Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

mm. 1-5 124380 11 6579 10 

m m .  1 6 - 1 9  1  8 2 4  1 0  3 5 6 7 9  1 1  0  

Diagram 2 
First Statements of Motive I and Bridge Material I in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

mm. 1-5 1 2 4 3 8 3 2 1 :ll: 011612457 9 1110 

m m  1 6 - 1 9  1 8 2 4  1 0  3 5  6 1  5 7 3 8 9  1 1  0  

Diagram 3 shows that each one of the other statements of bridge material 1 (m. 37 

repeated in m. 39, and m. 51 repeated in m. 53) also complete an aggregate, without 

repetition of pitch classes. 



Diagram 3 
Second and Third Statements of Bridge Material 1 in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

m. 37

m. 51

10 8 3 6 9 2 11 4 5 

10 3 8 0 2 6 11 4 7 

0 1 7 

9 1 5 
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In these two aggregates, four pitches coincide in position: 10, 11, 4, and 1, and four 

vertical dyads are related in pairs: 8-3, 3-8, 5-7, and 7-5. Correspondent hexachords have 

also five pitch classes in common, (10, 8, 3, 6, 2) and (11, 4, 5, 1, 7). 

Nobre frequently delays the completion of an aggregate by one note, which appears 

either at the beginning of the next phrase or is treated with emphasis in the next section. 

Example 42 shows completion of aggregates in the beginning of the work: until m. 4 all the 

pitch classes are used except for B-flat (pitch class 10), which begins the next segment on 

m. 5; the sequence on m. 5 again utilizes eleven pitches, missing C-sharp (pitch class 1);

this second aggregate is finally completed with the central pitch of the figure in the left 

hand (m. 6). 

Example 42 
Completion of Aggregates in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein (mm. 1-6) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Presto con fuoco O = 168) 

-=:::::::::: 
1 2 4 3 8 0 11 

aggregate 1 
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Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein is structured over two main tonal centers a fifth 

apart, E-flat and B-flat, as displayed in table 10. Tonal centers are defined not through 

harmonic progressions, rather through other features such as recurrence of pitches, metric 

placement of notes, and accents. In addition, two open fifths are marked throughout the 

work as reference points, C-sharp/G-sharp (A-flat) and F-sharp/C-sharp. Example 43 

shows that each one of the tonal centers is inserted in one of these open fifths, and the 

interval between the tonal centers E-flat/B-flat is gradually filled in with secondary tonal 
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poles: A, F, G (F and Gare marked by repetition of pitches in motive 3). This intervallic 

structure is organized in black and white keys: open fifths and tonal centers are in black 

keys, and secondary poles are on white keys. Quartal harmonies are present in areas with 

bridge material 2, as shown in example 44. 

Example 43 
Intervallic Structure and Tonal Centers in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

J J J 

Example 44 
Quartal Harmonies and Syncopated Patterns in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein (m. 27) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 

No single meter signature characterizes the work. Common meter signatures --2/8, 

4/8, 2/4, 3/8, 3/4, 4/4-- alternate with unusual and asymmetrical ones --2/8 + 3/32, 5/8, 

5/4, 1/8 + 3/32, 2/8 + 2//32, 1/8 + 3/32 + 1/8. Table 11 demonstrates the frequency of 

changes in meter indications, tempo, and metronome markings and the wide range of 

durations used -- 32nd to whole note. 

In example 45, a reiteration of a rhythmic unit with a gradual and cumulative 

addition of 32nd-notes results in a change of meter signature in every measure: 1/8 + 3/32 



Example 45 
Aggregated Value in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein (mm. 72-75) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 
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(m. 72), 2/8 (m. 73), 2/8 + 1/32 (m. 74), 2/8 + 2/32 (m. 75). According to Corker Nobre 

this is a technique developed by Nobre, which she calls valor agregado [aggregated 

value].94 It results in unequal-timed beats and an irregular metric structure. 

In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein Nobre uses syncopations and cross-accents, 

although not continually as in his earlier works. Syncopations are present in the first 

statement of the motive 2 (mm. 6 and 10), and in some statements of bridge material 2 

(mm. 27-28 and 95-97) in a 3+3+2 rhythmic pattern, as shown in example 44. Example 

46 shows an extended version of motive 2 (mm. 90 to 94 ), where a longer pattern is used 

instead: 2+3+4+3( +2). 

94 Corker Nobre, "Sonancias III," 228. 
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Table 11 
Metric Structure of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein 

Section Mm. Basic Composite Rhythm Tempo Markings 

A 1-15 32iid-ao(es Presto con fitoco 

16-19 decreasing: half note to 9plets 32nd-notes Meno mosso 

20-21 triplet 8th-notes Violento 

22-26 32nd-notes Piu mosso 

27-29 32nd-notes Con fiioco 

B 30-36 triplets 16th-notes Violento, accel 

37-41 decreasing: triplets quarters to 5plets 16tb-notes Meno 

42-48 32nd-notes Presto subito 

49 decreasing: quarter note to 7plets 32nd-notes Meno mosso, Marcato 

50 triplets 16th-notes Vivo 

51-55 decreasing: quarter note to triplet quarter note meno. Lento, lentissimo. 

56-60 varied: quarter note to dotted half note Piu lento, piu lento ancora 

A' 61-80 32nd-notes Presto subito 

8I(-82) 32nd-notes Furioso 

83-84 triplets 16th-notes Violento 

85-87 32nd-notes Rapidissimo 

88 (- 89) triplets 8th-notes Marcato 

90-94 32nd-notes Vivo 

95-97 (98) 32nd-notes Con fitoco - piu vivo 

99-103 (decreasing: 32nd-notes to 6plets 32nd-notes) Prestissimo 



Example 46 
Metric Grouping of Motive 2 of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein (mm. 90-94) 

© 1973 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

3 5 6 

4 3 

3 2 3 4 

3 3 2 

2 3 

3 2 

3 5 

4 

3 4 
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Example 46 - Continued 

4 4 3 2 2 

This work is characterized by high and dramatic contrasts in every feature. The 

sonority of the piano is explored through a wide variety of articulation (marcatissimo in m. 

17, poco tratt. in m. 36, brillante in m. 37, 43-48, and 51, and delicatamente in mm. 39 

and 53), accents (>,sff, sfff, "), dynamics (ppp to ff!), textures, and pedal effects. A 

range of approximately seven octaves of the keyboard is utilized. The keyboard is used in 

its topographic organization, separating black and white keys between the two hands (mm. 

6, 10, 52, and 54-59), in alternating successions of chords on white keys and chords on 

black keys (mm. 20, 27-28, 88, 95-97), or alternation of hands over the same single line 

(mm. 1-4, 7-8, 11-13, 17-19, 30-31, 33-35, 37, 39, 42-51, 53, 61-75, 83-86, and 99-

101). 

In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein there are no melodic materials to be related to 

folk origins. In selected and restrictive areas, syncopated patterns recalls Nobre' s earlier 

style directly related to folk rhythms. Rhythmic and metric richness remains, but acquiring 

a more elaborate treatment, with more variety in metric grouping, and longer patterns of 

grouping short-note values. 
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E. "FREVO" (1977-1985) 

(No. 5 FROM CICLO NORDESTMO NO. 4, OP. 43) 

The frevo dance originated in Recife at the turn of the century, derived from the 

Brazilian marchas. It is defined by Renato Akneida as 

the great excitement at the carnival of Pemambuco. It is a march characterized by a 
syncopated, violent, obsessional, and fienzied rhythm. If a frevo is heard on a 
street in Recife, the riiythmic suggestion is so powerfiil that no one can resist and 
everybody begins to dance. . . . The major characteristic of the frevo is being the 
music of the crowds, being irresistible to anyone who hears it, as if a current of 
electricity passes through everyone.'® 

The music of the frevo is in duple meter, and compared to the marchas danced in 

southern Brazil, the frevo has a faster tempo and different melodic-rhythm formulas. Its 

original instrumentation doesn't include voice, only wind bands which accompany the 

dancers in their parades. The essential parts of the frevos are their elaborate choreographs, 

called passos. 

"Frevo" by Nobre, is the last movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 4. Its first 

sketches date from 1977, but it was not completed for publication until 1985. The whole 

movement is based on the altemation and variation of two themes, referred to as 'a' and 'b' 

in example 47. Table 12 shows that these are constandy varied, acquiring differing 

configurations. 

^ Almeida, Histdria da Musica, 194. 
[O frevo] 6 a grande alucina^ do carnaval pernambucano. Tiata-se de uma maicha de ritmo gpropado, 
obsedante, violento e firendtico, que 6 a sua caracterfstica principal. Ouvindo-se o frevo, nas ruas de Recife, 
a sugestao rftmica 6 tao extraoidiniria que ningudm Ihe pode resistir e todos se poem a dan^ar. ... A 
primeira coisa que caracteriza o frevo 6 ser. . . uma dan^a da multidao, a que aderem todos que o ouvem, 
como se por todos passasse uma corrente eletrizante. 



Example 47 
Themes of "Frevo" 

a. Theme a (mm. 1-8)

© 1985 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 

Vivo e molto ritmico 

Dm 

gvb ____ ., 

Dm 

gvb __ , 

gvb _______ , 
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Example 4 7 - Continued 
b. Theme b (mm. 9-17)

© 1985 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by Permission. 
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Example 48 illustrates the variation processes utilized: inversion, transposition, 

ornamentation, fragmentation, added octaves, and rhythmic variation. The formal scheme 

of the work, ABB 1, is defined by the different levels of thematic variation and the gradual 

increase in dynamic levels of each of the three sections, as displayed in table 12. 



Example 48 
Thematic Variations in "Prevo" 

a. Ornamentation, Transposition, and Inversion (mm. 21-24)
© 1985 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission. 

scherzando 

>-Svb ___ , 

b. Added Octaves (mm. 111-112)
© 1985 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by permission.

gvb _________________________ , 

mf 

c. Fragmentation and Rhythmic Variation (mm. 89-90)
© 1985 by Marlos Nobre 

Reprinted by permission. 
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Example 48 - Continued 

d. Transformation of Theme a (mm. 33-41
1
)

© 1985 by Marlos Nobre

Reprinted by Permission. 

33 

mf --=======
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800--------------------------------------------------------------� 

f 
800----------------------------------------------------------------

As annotated in example 47, theme a is in tonic and dominant keys, and theme b 

adds the subdominant key and a secondary dominant chord (V/iv). Most of the movement 

is tonally organized alternating between these functional harmonies. Through thematic 

variation, theme b develops into sequences and juxtaposition of parallel chords built over 

quartal intervals, as shown in example 49. 

One can relate several features of "Prevo" to the folk frevo dance: strong rhythmic 

pulse marked through accented bass notes; instrumental character, with ensemble effects 

created by the continuous changing of registers and dynamic levels; duple meter; and a fast 
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Table 12 
Fonnal Structuie of "Frcvo" 

Section Theme Mm. Dynamics 

A al 1-8 / , « / , / ,  m f  

bl 9-16 i t f j f r  m f  

al 17-24 i n p , f  

bl 25-32 

a2 33-41, mp 

B a3 41,-48 m p , p , m p  

b2 49-57, m f , p i u f , f f  

b3 57,-65, Piu mf 

a3 65,-72 f , m f , p i u f , f  

bl 73-80 piu f, ff, fff, mf, mp. p 

retiansition a3 (fragment) 81-85, m f ,  m p , p , p p , p p p  

B' a3 85,-92 p ,  m p ,  p ,  m p  

bl 93-100 m f f , f f , m p , p  

b3 101-108 m f , f , f f , m f  

a3 109-116 f f f f l p i u f  

bl 117-126 //././//.//./.// 

tempo marked vivo e molto ritmico. The tempo markings throughout the work emphasize 

an energetic and driving characten nervosa (m. 1), impetuoso (mm. 11, 28, 50, 76, and 

96), scherzando (mm. 13, 21, 86, and 97), marcato (m. 25), marcatissimo (m. 109), 

grazioso (mm. 29 and 77), deciso (m. 33 and 107), molto deciso (m. 66), con spirito 

(m.42), rudo (m. 5\),furioso (m. 54), brillante (m. 61 and 105), con fuoco (m. 101), 

impetuosamente (m. 119). 
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Example 49 
Quartal Hannonies in Modified Theme b of "Fievo" 

a. (m. 28) 
© 1985 by Marios Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 
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b. (mm. 57-60,) 
© 1985 by Marios P 
Reprinted by pennis 
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In "Frevo," there are no borrowed themes from original songs, but similarities to 

rhythm and texture of frevo music are evident. Similarly to the other movements in the 

suites Ciclos Nordestinos, "Frevo" preserves a close relation to folk music, as well as an 

overall tonal organization. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

A. THE MUSICAL LANGUAGE IN THE SOLO 

PIANO WORKS BY MARLOS NOBRE 

The analysis of the selected works reveals riiythm as an essential element, coming 

&om Nobre's Brazilian background. The composer explains: 

Regular pulse and metrical points of reference, associated with the greatest possible 
rhythmical freedom, seem... to be the basic elements of [my] composition. The 
. . . formation of my subconscious was highly influenced by the Afro-Brazilian 
rhythms of Recife, my home town, where rhvthms such as maracatu, frevo, 
caboclinhos, candomble, and cirandas still exist.' 

The selected works share common metric features: predominance of duple meter, cross-

rhythms, syncopated patterns, and composite rhythm of continuous short note-values. 

The musical notation utilized serves the purpose of making clear these rhythmic 

features. The most evident characteristic of Nobre's notation is variety and combination of 

accents. Nobre also frequently uses short two-note slurs to indicate syncopations and to 

note articulation in polyphonic textures. Long slurs to mark singing melodies ate rare, with 

only one example in this smdy, that is section B of Nazarethiam. In the first bridge 

material in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, a long slur connects ascending arpeggiated 

pitches over long pedals but to produce impressionistic effects. In "Frevo" Nobre uses 

one-measure slurs in the 16th-note figures, shown in example 50a; this is a motive of 

instrumental rather than vocal character, and the slur denotes contrasting articulation with 

Marios Nobre, "My Musical Beliefs," in the liner notes to OD Marios Nobre Orchestral/Vocal/ 
Chamber Works, LC 44100 (Switzerland: L^mans, 1994) 12. 



Example 50 
Use of Slurs 

a. "Frevo" (mm. 9-11 1) 

© 1985 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by Permission. 

b. "Final" (mm. 1-4) 

© 1963 by Marlos Nobre 
Reprinted by permission. 
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the preceding material. "Cantiga de Cego," from Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, is the only 

example within the selected works of a long cantabile melody developed throughout the 

movement. But here Nobre prefers to use short slurs to mark the rhythmic syncopation, 

noting the articulation of the melody in written manner: "ii canto molto legato e 

tranquillo."97 

97 Nobre, Cicio Nordestino No. 3, 6. 
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The other occurrences of long slurs differentiate a line inserted in a syncopated 

chordal texture rather than a legato singing melody. Example SOb shows this procedure in 

the last movement of Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, where the pitches a,a^b, a,a,g, a,a,b, 

c', d', e' in the first four measures should sound as the top voice. 

Nobre's early training in counterpoint is reflected in his musical language through 

the juxtaposition of different modes and rhythms. The texture is often polyphonic: three-

voice texture in section B of 'Toccatina," "Ponteio," and selective areas of Homenagem a 

Arthur Rubinstein-, and two-voice texture in "Coco I," "Coco H," the upper part of 

"Capoeira," and selective areas of "Rnal" and Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein. 

Contrapuntal techniques include canon in "Coco I," and stretto and sequences in "Coco II." 

Symmetrical and asymmetrical phrases are combined in Nazarethiana, Homenagem a 

Arthur Rubinstein, and Toccatirui, Ponteio e Final. 

Nobre seeks to find his own language: "My harmonic exploration is based on the 

belief that it is still possible to discover new harmonic possibilities, independent of twelve-

tone techniques and even independent of traditional tonality and consonance."^^ Harmonic 

features in the selected works include: dissonant chords in Nazarethiana, "Final," 

Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, and "Erevo": quartal harmonies in Toccatina, Ponteio e 

Final, Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, and "Frevo"; bitonaliQ^ in 'Toccatina," 

"Capoeira," and "Coco F'; chromaticism in all the works examined; non-traditional scales, 

most modal scales with the fourth raised degree and the flat seventh degree, besides one 

appearance of a whole-tone scale in 'Toccatina"; organization of phrases in aggregates in 

Toccatirui, Ponteio e Final, and Homeruigem a Arthur Rubinstein. 

Although among the selected works Nobre uses traditional harmonic progressions 

only in Nazarethiana and "Frevo," he does not deny tonality as it is present in all the works 

Nobre, "Musical Beliefs," 11. 
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studied here. The language may be classified as tonality by pitches, with tonal centers 

determined by non-traditional features, such as reiteration of pitches, accents, metric 

placement of pitches, angularity and shape of phrases, and polyphonic texture. Relations 

of fifth between tonal centers are observed in '*Coco n," Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, 

and Toccatina, Ponteio e Final. 

The percussive use of the instrument and the absence of long melodic legato lines 

combined with variety and fiiequency of accents, dissonant intervals and chords, 

chromaticism, and motoric rhythms, give the music a dry and harsh character. Nogueira 

Franca convincingly relates this to the personality of people in Northeast Brazil: 

Bom in a severe land, Nobre sings this same dryness which makes florescence 
slow and painful. Tte state of Pemambuco is different from other regions in 
Northeast Brazil which also have the same problems of drought and aridity; . . . 
Pemambuco is maybe even mote intensively dry and harsh than the other regions." 

Formal structures and styles are borrowed from traditional schemes: two and three-

part forms, fiigue, and invention are observed in the selected works. All the tables of 

formal structure show that other than thematic material, texture, tempo, djmamics, and 

thematic variations also contribute to the formal design of the works. For this purpose, 

Nobre notates tempo and dynamics in detail in his scores. The result of these procedures is 

clearly defined formal stmctures. 

The composer uses variation consistently as a compositional technique, he seldom 

repeats a theme without modifications. According to Nobre, be learned from the old 

masters, such as Mozart, that "repetition with variation... is the essence of music; without 

" Eurico Nogueira F^ga, "Marios Nobre e a Musica Brasileira," chapter in A Arte da Musica 
Atraves dos Tempos (Sao I>auIo: Editora Atheneu Cultura, 1990), 199. 
Nascido de uma terra adusta, canta Marios Nobre essa mesma sequid^ que toma a florescencia lenta e 
penosa, diferente de outras regides do Nordeste do Brasil tambdm an«Hi^ac pelo flagelo das secas, . . . 
Pemambuco. ainda talvez mais seco e vtril que as demais. 
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this, music becomes amorphous.'""*' Thematic transfoimatioii procedures in the selected 

works include: added and subtracted figuration, added chromaticism, ornamentation, added 

octaves, melodic inversion, rtiytbmic displacement, expansion of chords, fragmentation, 

extension, and transposition. Nobre develops entire works from introductory material, 

relating themes, sections and movements. His works have been acclaimed for their 

conciseness and economy of materials, as well as craftsman-like construction. 

Nobre uses the piano idiomatically, as denoted by these figures: alternating hands in 

sequential 16th-note chords in Nazarethiana, "Final," Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, 

and "Frevo"; alternation of hands over the same single line in 'Toccatina," "Ponteio," 

"Cantiga de Cego," "Candomble," and Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein-, division of 

pitches in black and white keys between the hands in Nazarethiana, "Final," and 

Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, ostinato clusters in "Capoeira" and "Candomble"; tone 

clusters in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein; and percussion on the wooden part of the 

instrument with the hands in "Capoeira" and "Candomble." 

In his solo piano music Nobre has not applied techniques such as proportional 

notation and aleatory procedures, although he uses these in other genres. The composer 

relates aleatory music to ensemble settings, making use of the interaction among the 

performers as an organizing tool. He comments on the aleatory procedures in Sonancias 

HI, op. 49: "Within an ensemble there is an interaction of creativity, there is a continuous 

feedback, with one influencing the other. It is not a totally free improvisation, but a 

controlled improvisation.""" 

"" Nobre, interview. 
A repeti9ao com variagao... € a essencia da mtisica; sem isso ela se toma amorfa. 

"" Ibid. 
Hd um feedback, um influencia o outro. Nao 6 uma improvisagao total, 6 uma improvisa^ao controlada. 
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Nobre has not coiiq)leted any piano work since 1985, when "Frevo" was 

published, and his fifth style period has not been represented yet in the solo piano genre. 

From this date, the piano has been included in Sonancias II for flute, guitar, piano, and 

percussion, op. 48 (1980), and in Concertantes do Imagindrio for piano and string 

orchestra, op. 74 (1989). Several solo piano works by Nobre await a final revision before 

publication: Sonata Breve, op. 24 (1966), the other movements of Ciclo Nordestino No. 4, 

op. 43 —"Caboclinhos," "Cantilena," "Maracatu," and "Ponteio de Viola" (1977)—, Quatro 

Momentos, op. 44 (1977), Sonata (sobre tema de Bartok), op. 45 (1977), and Sonatina, 

op. 66 (1984). 

B. THE EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE: SHIFTING PROPORTIONS OF 

FOLK MUSIC ELEMENTS RELATIVE TO CONTEMPORARY 

COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

When compared to other piano solo works by Nobre, the Ciclos Nordestinos are 

differentiated by a closer and more direct relation to folk music, and a more traditional 

harmonic language. As an example, "Frevo" was completed after Homenagem a Arthur 

Rubinstein, although the first is mosdy tonal, and in the second work tonality is treated 

with freedom and combined with atonal and serial techniques. The composer explains this 

lack of continuity in the language of his music: "In between a sequence of works composed 

in a logical evolution, there are suddenly works that look like they have no connection with 

the preceding ones. They actually belong to earlier periods, like late products of an 

intermpted process."'"^ 

"Nueve Perguntas," 40. 
En medio de una secuencia Idgica bastante Idgica de obras compuestas dentro de una linea evolutiva, 
aparecen de repente obras que, en apariencia, nada denen que ver con las anteriores. Pertenecen a momentos 
precedentes, algo asf como &utos tardios de una cosecha intemimpida. 
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The Ciclos Nordestinos reveal an evolutioii of language in themselves, which is 

evident through textural varieQr, complexity and length of formal structure, level of 

thematic transformation, virtuosic use of the instrument, and frequency of quoted niaterials 

&om Brazilian folk music. In Ciclo Nordestino No. 1, op. S (I960), three of the 

movements borrow melodies from the folk repertoire; the first dance, "Samba Matuto," the 

third dance "E Lamp," and the fourth dance, "Gaviao." The original melodies ate 

rhythmically modified, and inserted in new contrapuntal textures. In the second and third 

suites, only one dance in each one of them directly borrows a melody from the folk 

repertoire: "Xenhenhem," the last movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 2, and "Capoeira," 

the first movement of Ciclo Nordestino No. 3; "Cantiga de Cego" from Ciclo Nordestino 

No. 3 modifies an original folk song. Nobre explains how the Ciclos Nordestinos relate to 

folk music: 

The folk theme is not a source of research for me... rather things that I kept in my 
mind... they are like reminiscences,... which I utilize in my current state. A lot 
of things in them are not mine, but folk elements that are modMed in my mind; and 
other parts I comjpose preserving modal and rhythmic characteristics from the folk 
music of Recife. 

Nobre organizes the Ciclos Nordestinos in a didactic approach: in later suites, 

pianistic difficulties, such as polyphonic texture and ihythmic complexity, are more 

elaborate; movements also tend to be longer, as a result of more complex formal structures. 

In the three first Ciclos Nordestinos, the texture is uniform throughout each movement. 

"Frevo," from Ciclo Nordestino No. 4, is structured over contrasting features, with 

texture, dynamic levels, articulation, and register continuously varied throughout the 

Nobre, interview. 
0 tema folcldrico prl mim nao € um documento... sao coisas que eu guatdei na memdria . . . sac como 
reminiscgncias do passado... que eu trabalho com a minha mentalidade de hoje. Muita coisa nao 6 minha, 
mas sao elementos folcldricos que s3o modificados na minha cabe^a. Alguns sao totalmente cria^ao minha 
utilizando caracterlisticas modais e rftmicas do folclore de Recife. 
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movement; the range of the keyboard used is also wider, more than six octaves, compared 

with three octaves and a half in "Samba Mamto," the first dance of Ciclo Nordestino No. I. 

There is thematic variation in all the Ciclos Nordestinos, but this is more prominent in 

"Frevo," where theme b is transformed into almost new material. 

In the Ciclos Nordestinos the harmonic language is not advanced as in other 

Nobre's piano works. The attachment to melodic folk elements prevents the expansion 

from tonaliQr, and the incorporating of elements from atonal and twelve-tone compositional 

procedures. In a similar way, the dance rhythms require a steady pulse and a uniform 

meter signature, preventing the composer from using metric variation and complexity as be 

does in Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein. 

The other three selected works in this study reveal a clear development of style. 

The earliest one, Nazaretlmna, is tonallly organized combined with chromaticism and 

dissonant chords in selective areas. There is a close relationship to popular music, with an 

imitation of Nazareth's style. Elements from Brazilian folk music are also evident in 

Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, although they are inserted in a more personal musical language 

and with no direct allusions to folk music. Tonal centers are evident in this work, even 

though they are not defined through harmonic progressions; bitonality, quartal harmonies, 

chromaticism, and intervals as an organizational feature are also observed in Toccatina, 

Ponteio e Final. In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein there is no folk melodic material, and 

the rhythmic richness from folk music is developed into a complex and varied metric 

structure. TonaUty here is treated with more freedom, incorporating elements from twelve-

tone and atonal techniques. Harmonic progressions are not observed, and the expansion of 

tonality results in ambiguity of tonal centers. 

Earlier rhythmic characteristics carty over into Nobre's later style, as exemplified 

by features of Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein: repetitive motives, reiteration of short note 

values, and free treatment of rhythm with syncopations and irregular displaced accents 
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combined with a tegular tnetiic pulse. These ate aU derived from folk music rhythm. 

Although these rhythmic features may a{>pear also in music with no relation to nationality, 

Nobre confirms that national identiQr remains present in his later style: 

Concerning the technical organization of the works in this period [the third period], 
I was interested especially in the simultaneous use of a freer writing . . . and a 
controlled writing. These ideas coincide with my musical thinking because they fit 
in perfectly with that basic rhythmic principle which I had assimilated in my 
childhood from the Maracatus of Recife: rhythmic freedom and accented 
polyrhythms combined with a strict metric pulse.' 

In earlier works, such as Nazarethiana and Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, syncopations 

follow repetitive short patterns, most 16th-notes grouped in 3+3+2 patterns, which is 

related to Brazilian folk rhythms. In a later work such as Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, 

this pattem is used along with a longer one, 2+3+4+3(+2), which is derived from but not 

directed related to folk dance rhythms. 

In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein meter signature and metric grouping are 

constantly modified. Short note values are the unit in gradual transformation of meter 

signature. This process can be related to Andrade's comments about the rhythmic structure 

of Brazilian folk music: 

It is right that we notate them [folk songs] in duple meter because the duple meter is 
evident through the accents and the regularity of measures. However, the normal 
listener does not use our inefficient process which make us go from the multiple to 
the unit. He/she uses the wise and logical principle that goes from the unit to the 
multiple The only legitimate measure that our people use in their pieces ... is 
the unit measure.'"' 

"Nueve Perguntas," 46. 
En el piano de la realizacidn tunica de las obras de este perfodo, me interesd principalmente la utilizacidn 
simultinea de una escritura libre . . . y una esciitura rigurosa. Estos factores coinciden con mi 
pensamiento musical porque calzan perfectamente con aquel prindpio rftmico bdsico que yo bab(a adinil^n 
en mi infancia junto a los Maracatus de Recife; gran liberdad rftmica y polirritmia de acentos sometidos 
siempie a una ligurosa pulsacidn m^trica. 

Andrade, Musica de Feitigaria, 42-43. 
^ juste que as (can9oes folcldricas) grafemos em bin^o porque a binaridade 6 evidente pelos acentos e pela 
quadratura dos compassos, mas o homem do povo, nao usa o defeituoso ptocesso nosso que nos faz partir do 
miiltiplo prd unidade. Ele utiliza o s^bio e Idgico princfpio de partir da imirfarfe pro miiltiplo. . . . O 
compasso unico legftimo de que o nosso povo se serve ...do compasso un^o. 
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According to Nobce, Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein represents his most 

advanced language in solo piano music.It foreshadows some characteristics of his 

fourth period, defined by Corker Nobre as sparse rhythmic elements &om Brazilian folk 

music, and structural schemes that exclude any standard form, although keeping the 

organic development of the musical elements concise and logical.'*^^ 

Nobre consistently uses the process of variation as a compositional procedure. 

However, in later works the level of thematic variation is higher than in earlier works. 

Nazarethiana is stmctured around two contrasting themes which are varied mostly through 

added figuration and transposition but maintaining the general characteristics of melody, 

texture, rhythm, and harmony. In 'Toccatina," extension and rtiythmic displacement are 

also used, besides transposition. In Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, three different 

motives and three bridge materials, all interrelated, are continuously transformed in every 

aspect. In this work, the general structure ABA' is treated with fireedom, where every 

section recalls materials finm preceding and following sections. The result is a continuous 

developmental structure filled with dramatic contrasts. 

The use of the instrument develops in later works toward a more virmosic style. 

This is achieved through a wider range of the keyboard, use of pedals for special effects of 

overlapping contrasting textures and registers, and exploration of the timbristic potential of 

the instrument with a wider range of dynamics and more variety of articulations. 

The proportion of folk music elements relative to contemporary compositional 

techniques shifts as Nobre's solo piano works evolve firom early tonal pieces directly 

related to Brazilian folk and popular music, toward a personal language where influences 

Marios Nobre, letter to the author, 21 March 1996. 

"" Corker Nobre, "Sonancias HI," 227. 
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from several contemporaiy compositional techniques are combined, and direct allusions to 

indigenous musical materials are transformed into inherent Brazilian national identity. 

C. THE BRAZILIAN NATIONAL IDENTITY IN 

NOBRE'S SOLO PIANO MUSIC 

Brazilian musicologists frequently refers to Nobre as the contemporary 

representative of Brazilian nationalism. Jose Maria Neves writes: "More than any other 

composer of his generation, Marios Nobre maintains the spirit of nationalism in music, as 

the most brilliant inheritor of the nationalism of Villa-Lobos."'°* 

The composer acknowledges the influences of Villa-Lobos in his compositions, but 

denies that he continues any musical nationalism. In a 1991 interview, Nobre implied that 

this idea was due to chronological circumstances: 

Like most works of Villa-Lobos, my music uses elements from Brazilian popular 
music. My first compositions were premiered in Rio de Janeiro only a few months 
after the loss of the great master [Villa-Lobosl. I was then twenty-years old, and 
the critics of Rio called me the new revelation in Brazilian music. 

Nobre perceives his works not as nationalistic, but as national music. He explains 

that "nationalism... is a conscious willingness to compose Brazilian music; the 'national' 

has no intention of writing Brazilian music, it is natural and comes from the composer's 

Neves, Musica Contemporanea,n9. 
Pois Marios Nobre, mais do que qualquer outro compositor brasileiro de sua geia^ao, prolonga o espirito do 
nacionalismo musical, fazendo-se o heideiro mais brilhante do nacionalismo de Villa-Lobos. 

Denis, "Reencontre," 33. 
Disons qu'a certains €gaids, ma musique, comme une grande partie de Toeuvre de Villa-Lobos, fait usage 
d'̂ Mments populaires br&iliens. Mes premieres compositions ont 6t6 crdes au Th^itre Municipal de Rio cb 
Janeiro quelques mois seulement aprte la disparition du grand maitre, j'avais alors vingt ans, et je me 
souviens avoir salu6 par la critique carioca comme le nouvel "espoir" br^silien destind ^ prendre la 
relfeve. 
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background. The national is not only folklote. His conception of music tends toward 

broad meanings, rather than classifications into narrow categories: "I am against any kind 

of musical 'nationalism.' ... I am against the usual terms of 'Latin American music' and 

'Latin American composer.'. . . A composer today is trying to speak to the international 

community in his own language."'" Nobre criticizes strict nationalism in music because 

emphasizing the search for original folk and popular musical elements has the potential 

dangers of limiting creativity and eliminating possibilities, while avoiding external 

influences."^ 

Nobre's distinct understanding of the national and the nationalism in music 

coincides with the philosophy of Dahlhaus: 

Nationalism, the belief in the spirit of a people as an active creative force, is an idea 
with a character and function which it is simplistic to identify with the phenomenon 
of a national style. . . . Distinct national styles can be discerned in polyphonic 
music fix)m the thirteenth century onwards.' 

Because the Brazilian soul is part of his subconscious, Nobre is able to create music 

that is naturally Brazilian, without the use of familiar patterns from a nationalistic idiom, as 

he explains; 

I was bom and lived until I was twelve-years-old in Recife on Sao Joao street, 
suburb of Sao Jos^, where all the Carnival parades would pass by.... So, since I 
was very little I had a direct, lively and close contact with the frevo. . . , 
caboclinhos, maracatus. This was an important and marvelous impression which 

Nobre, interview. 
O nacionalismo ... € uma atitude consciente de queier &zer uma musica nacional, uma musica brasQeira. 
J6. o nacional nao se preocupa de fazer uma musica brasQeira, ela simplesmente 6 natural, tendo em vista a 
sua vivencia do elemento brasileiro nacional. O nacional nao £ s6 o folclore. 

Cited in Cooper, "Speaking Intemadonally," 14. 

"* Nobre, interview. 

Carl Dahlaus, Between Romanticism and Modernism (Berkeley; University of California Press, 
1980), 85. 
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worked and stayed forever as a musical background in my subconscious, 
somediing that became part of my soul, my blood, my deepest concept of musical 
structure 

Nobre does not consciously use national elements, be asserts that they appear 

naturally in his music: 'Tve never formally studied folklore. Even when I use complex 

polyrhythms ... the rhythms are there unconsciously."''̂  He explains that even in his 

earlier works, elements firom folk and popular Brazilian music should not be understood as 

intentional nationalistic elements: "Even in Nazarethiana, I didn't compose it trying to 

sound Brazilian; I composed the work the way it is because popular music had really 

entered and impressed me at that time."''® 

This aesthetic position strongly contradicts the theories of musical nationalism of 

earlier Brazilian composers like Villa-Lobos, who rejected academic musical training, 

preferring to travel the country in search of original material and inspiration for 

compositions. Villa-Lobos described the importance of this close relationship between 

composer and folk music: 

There are three types of composers: those who write "paper-music" according to the 
rules of fashion; those who write to be original. . . and, finally, those who write 
music because they cannot live without it Only this third category has value. . . . 
And the artistic consciousness, which is a prerequisite for artistic ^edom, imposes 
on them the duty of making the effort for &ding the sincere expression not o^y of 
themselves but of humanity. To reach such an expression, the serious composer 
will have to smdy the musical heritage of his country, the geography and 

Nobre, Tris Musicologos Brasileiros, 82. 
Ora, eu nasci e vivi, at^ os meus doze anos de idade, na Rua de Sao Joao, bairro de Sao Jose, em Recife, 
one passavam obrigatoriamente todas as sodedades de musica no Camaval de Recife. . . . Assim, desde 
pequeno tive o contato direto, vivo, vital com os Frevos . . . , os Caboclinhos, os Maracatus. Foi 
importante e formidivel impressao e uma fonna^ao musical que me alimentou o subconsciente musical para 
sempre. Algo que tomou-se parte de meu espinto, do meu sangue, da minha estrutura musical mais 
profunda. 

Brown, "An Interview," 16. 

"* Nobre, interview. 
Mesmo a Nazprethiana, eu nao queria fazer isto prl ser brasileiro, € porque realmente o popular me 
impregnou naquela fpoca. 
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ethnography of his and other lands, the folklore of his country, either in its literacy, 
poetic, and political aspect, or musical. Only in this manner can be understood tte 
soul of the people."' 

This recalls the basic premises of nationalism defined by the German philosopher J. 

F. Herder (1744-1803): the artist must let the national soul speak through himself'herself, 

and his/ her mind should be in harmony with the mind of the group.' 

According to Anthony Seeger, musical nationalism is related to identity, and the 

identity of a community is constandy changing, paralleling changes in its social, political, 

and economical systems."' The aesthetic positions of Brazilian composers have changed 

throughout history. Nepomuceno, Levy, and Nazareth, considered the founders of 

musical nationalism in Brazil, encountered in folk music the key to Brazilian identity and to 

cultural independence from European models. In the 1920s, the modernist movement in 

Brazil led by Andrade dictated a nationalistic aesthetic position in all arts. What Brazil's 

national identity was became the great intellectual debate of this period. The first book on 

the history of Brazilian music, written in 1926 by Renato Almeida, read; 

We must be musical. Only the cold natures are speechless, and ours is a symphony 
full of light ... It does not matter if we had foreign influences; the Brazilian 
rhythm remains, with a golden, shiny, and wonderful color. With this rhythm we 
wUl create our music, and the ones who disdain this inspiration will not be able to 
create anything concrete, because outside these elements, the works are precarious. 
. . . Let us hear the voices of our land to be able to create the rhythm of our art, 
profound and immortal. . . . Let's become the sensitive artists of our wonderful 
habitat. . . . The artist, who is a creator of values, cannot isolate him or herself 
from his or her environment without being artificial, false, and non-productive. 

Cited in B€hague, Villa-Lobos, 153. 

Robert Reinhold Ergang, Herder and the Foundations of German Nationalism (New York: 
Octagon Books, 1966), 197. 

Anthony Seeger, "Whoever We Are Today, we Can Sing a Song About It," in Music and Black 
Ethnicity - The Caribbean and South America, ed. Gerard Blague (Miami: North-South Center, 1994): 11. 

Almeida, Histdria da Musica Brasileira (Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet, 1926), 15-16. 
Nao podfamos deixar de ser musicaes [5ic]. S6 as naturezas frias sao mudas e a nossa simphoniza [j/c] a 
prdpria luz. Pouco importam ... as modificanoes autochtones [«cl ou importadas; ficou o rythmo [sic] 
brasileiro, com uma cor doirada [jiic], cheia de sol, fulgente, maravilhosa. Com elle [jic] havemos de criar a 
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This apparent equilibrium was disturbed in 1937, when Koellreutter immigrated to 

Brazil and created there a new school of composition based on European avant-garde 

music. In the 1940s and I9S0s, these new ideas resulted in division of Brazilian 

composers between defenders of serialism and nationalism, and fiery discussions between 

these two schools fix)m 1950 to 19S4. Since this turbulent epoch, Brazilian composers 

have been in search of a more balanced and eclectic musical aesthetic. 

Nobre has never adopted either one of these positions -nationalism versus serial 

music—, nor does he believe in this opposition of ideas. He rather offered a new musical 

language to the Brazilian scene, not defending extreme and exclusive positions, but 

combining contemporary compositional techniques, while he lets bis Brazilian background 

speak through his music. The composer defines his aesthetic positions for himself, 

emphasizing conciseness of form, the search for a personal language, and an openness to 

experimentation with contemporary compositional techniques without denying the music 

from the past: 

2.1 am constandy exploring the simplest means of expressing my ideas and musical 
thought. 

4 . .  .  .  I ' m  l o o k i n g  f o r  a  b a l a n c e  b e t w e e n  u n i t y  a n d  v a r i e t y ,  a t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e  a s  I  
allow, up to a certain point, the musical ideas to create and initiate their own formal 
organization.... 
5. In my works, what I'm aiming for is a balance between spontaneity and 
conscious logic, between economy of means and richness of materi^, without ever 
allowing rigor, concentration and precision to damage the ease, expansion and 
continuity of the flow of the sound 

7. The most important lesson I leamt was finally understanding the great formal 
laws of the eighteenth and nineteenth-century classic works, specially Haydn and 
Beethoven.... 

.9... My music finds its inspirations in the source of my unconscious by way of 
allusions, quotations and impressions finm the past or present which, at any given 
moment, have fascinated me 

nossa mtlsica e os que desptezaiem esta inspira^So nada construirao de definitivo, porque fora do meio as 
obras sao prec^as Ou^amos as vozes da terra e criaremos o ritmo de nossa arte, profunda e imortal. . . 
. Sejamos os ardstas comovidos de nosso habitat maravilboso.. . . O artista, que i um criador de valores, 
nao pode se isolar do meio sem cair no artificialismo falso e infecundo. 
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10.1 am an inventor of music motivated by the desire to create my own language, 
synthesis of my auditory and intellectual experiences organized in such a way as to 
achieve written compositions the utmost rigor. 

In Brazil, musical nationalism seems a style firom the past, as one reads in recent 

publications by Brazilian musicologists that "nationalism in Brazil is almost extinct"A 

few isolated composers still follow musical nationalism as an aesthetic. Nobre belongs to a 

more prominent generation who do not believe in musical nationalism. One can find 

similar aesthetic positions in the writings of other contemporary Brazilian composers, such 

as Gilberto Mendes's (b. 1922); "Once music is understood as a language, all those 

concepts of form and content, national and cosmopolitan music are destroyed,.. . because 

we then realize th£U; music is a whole entity in the Occidental Art."'̂ ^ 

Behague acknowledges a national style in music, where the characterization doesn't 

necessarily depend on identification of folk musical elements: 

Identity is the key issue [in the definition of national character] and can be forged at 
various levels of significance, fix)m the most straightforward association ... to the 
most subtle coimections with folk music styles, to the decidedly abstract, 
sublimated involvement with a plurali^ of regional or national music. . . . Even 
experimental composers whose sound materials have no obvious relationship to 
local musical traditions have developed a more or less well-defined national 
identity.'̂ '* 

Nobre, "Musical Beliefs," 11-13. 

Neves, Musica Contempordnea, 194. 
O nacionalismo brasileiro est^ quase extinto. 

Gilbeito Mendes, "A Musica," in O Modemismo, ed. Afonso Avila (Sao Paulo; Editora 
Perspectiva, 1975), 127. 
Entendida a musica como Unguagem, des&zem-se todas aquelas velhas questoes entie forma e conteiido, 
musica nacional e cosmopolita... pois constataremos que ela € uma s5 em toda a ane do Ocidente. 

^€iasas,Villa-Lobos, 148. 
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This feature of identity may be the answer to the relation between the music of 

Villa-Lobos and Nobre. Both composers are characterized and acclaimed for the creativi^ 

and recreation in their use of folk and popular musical elements. According to Mendes, 

'̂ vhat matters in Bartok and Villa-Lobos is the result of their researches, their 

compositions, the elaborated texture, the musical arabesque.. . . Both Bartdk and ViUa-

Lobos' music are less interesting when they become more 'folkloric' than 'creative'."'̂  

Bdhague classifies Villa-Lobos as a national composer (not nationalistic); 

While Villa-Lobos matched the basic premises of the nationalist-aesthetic campaign, 
these prescriptions were too limited for an artistic personality as vitally as dynamic 
as his T^e expression of these ideas [his numerous composition^ ideas] took 
numerous shapes, but in addition to the subjective selection and reinterpretation of 
numerous musical-cultural symbols of the Brazilian conmiimity at large, Villa-
Lobos created his own individual sjonbols of identity and made them acceptable to 
his country as uniquely national symbols. 

Villa-Lobos wrote for posterity.'" Marios Nobre composes for "the person who 

buys the CD, takes it home and enjoys the music,"'*® despite nationality: 

I write only what I think is worth communicating, and if this communication has 
any true energy and feeling, I want it to improve the life of whomever comes in 
contact with my music. My will is to communicate this energy."'̂ ' 

Mendes, "A Musica," 133. 
O que interessa em Baitdk e Villa-Lobos 6 o resultado da pesquisa deles, a sua composi^ao, a trama 
elaborada, aquele arabesco musical . . . tanto Bart6k quanto Villa-Lobos perdem o intetesse quando se 
tomam mais "folcloristas" do que "inventorcs". 

Bdhague, Villa-Lobos, 154. 

A famous quote by Villa-Lobos says: "I consider my works as letters that I wrote to posterity 
without expecting any answer" [Considero minhas obras como cartas que escrevi k Posteridade, sem esperar 
resposta]. 

Nobre, interview. 
A miisica e do sujeito que ouve, ... que compra o disco, que leva pri casa, que tem prazer de ouvir a 
musica. 

Cited in Cooker Nobre, "Sonancias HI," 238. 
Sd escrevo aquilo que penso valer a pena de transmitir, e se esta transmissao possuir alguma energia real e 
uma verdadeira emo^ao, que tome melhor a vida de quem por acaso entrar em contato com ela. Minha 
est^tica seria comunicar esta energia. 
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This study was developed with the goal of contributing to the appreciation of 

Brazilian contemporary music, through the examination of selected works by one of the 

major contemporary composers from my country. The potential for research in the field of 

contemporary music there is incredible, and numerous works by Marios Nobre and many 

other Brazilian composers will worth in depth study. The words of Villa-Lobos should be 

recalled and considered: "Our people have a great and powerfiil creativity. No wonder our 

artists attain the recognition they deserve on the world scene." 

It is the aspiration of the author that this study will inspire others to examine this 

rich repertoire. 

Cited in O Pensamento Vivo, 78. 
Nossa gente tem giande, poderoso senso criador. N3o € razodvel, pois, que nossos ardstas nao por 
conseguir, no cendrio musical do mundo, o lugar que Ihes compete ocupar. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

LIST OF SOLO PIANO WORKS BY MARLOS NOB RE 

Work Date of Publisher 
Composition 

Homenagem a Ernesto Nazareth, op. 1 bis 1959 Musica Nova 

Nazarethiana, op. 2 I960 Editora Vitale 

Ciclo Nordestino No. 1, op. S I960 Editora Vitale 
Samba Matuto 
Cantiga 
^Lamp 
Gaviao 
Martelo 

Tema e Variaqoes, op. 7 1%1 Editora Vitale 

16 Varia^oes, op. 8 1962 Ricordi Brasileira 

Toccatina, Ponteio e Final, op. 12 1963 Editora Vitale 

Ciclo Nordestino No. 2, op. 13 1963 Editora Vitale 
Batuque 
Praiana 
Carretilba 
Seca 
Xenhenb^m 

Ciclo Nordestino No. 3, op. 22 1966 Editora Vitale 
Capoeira 
Coco I 
Cantiga de Cego 
Coco I 
Candombl^ 

Sonata Breve, op. 24 1966 to be published by Musica Nova 
currently in revision 
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APPENDIX ONE -Continued 

Work Date of Publisher 
Composition 

Homenagem a Arthur Rubinstein, op. 40 1973 originally published by Tonos 
currendy published by Musica Nova * 

Cicio Nordestino No. 4, op. 43 1977 to be published by Musica Nova 
Caboclinhos currendy in revision 
Cantilena 
Maracatu 
Ponteio de viola 

Frevo 1977-1985 Sociedade E'rd-Miisica Brasileira 

Four Momentos, op. 44 1977 to be published by Musica Nova 
currently in revision 

Sonata (sobre tema de B61a Bartdk), op. 45 1977 to be published by Musica Nova 
currently in revision 

Tango, op. 61 1984 to be published by Musica Nova 

Sonatina, op. 66 1984 to be published by Musica Nova 
currendy in revision 

® On January 1st, 1997, Marios Nobre canceled publication contracts with Tonos International Darmstadt 

(Germany), and all the works previously published by Tonos are now administered by the composer through 

the publisher Musica Nova. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Informatioa in this glossary is derived from the following sources: 

Alvarenga, Oneyda. Musica Popular Brasileira [Brazilian Popular Music]. Sao Paulo: 
Livraria Duas Cidades, 1982. 

Andrade, MMo de. Diciondrio Musical Brasileiro PDictionary of Brazilian Music]. Belo 
Horizonte: Editora Itatiaia, 1989. 

Sadie, Stanley, ed. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. London: 
Macmillan, 1980. S. v. "Brazil, §11,1: Folk Music," by Gerard Behague. 

Cascudo, Luiz da Camara. Diciondrio do Folclore Brasileiro [Dictionary of Brazilian 
Folklore]. 2nd ed. Rio de Janeiro: Instituto Nacional do Livro / Ministerio da 
Educa^ao e Cultura, 1962. 

agogd. Brazilian popular instrument of African origin consisting of a double bell attached 

to a U-shaped metal rod. The interval is usually a whole step between the bells. It is 

struck with a metal rod or a wooden stick. 

batuque. Brazilian popular dance of African origin. Dancers, musicians, and spectators 

stand in a circle, with the solo dancer or dancers in the middle performing the main 

choreography. It is accompanied by drums and rattles, and responsorial singing. 

berimbau. Brazilian musical instrument of African origin, consisting of a musical bow 

with a gourd attached (called cabaga). The string is stmck with a stick and the pitch 

changes are made by pressing a coin (moeda) or stone {dobrdd) along the string. A 

basket ratde, called caxixi, is shaken at the same time. The gourd is held against the 

belly, and the performer changes the timbre by moving it against or away from his 

body. It is the principal instrumental accompaniment to the capoeira performances. 

Also called urucungo, orucungo, goba, bucumbumba, and macungo. 

biunba-meu-boL Brazilian dramatic dance, popular in the northeast and Amazon 

region. It consists of independent scenes, featuring the successive presentation of 

characters and culminating in the death and resurrection of a bull (boi). It is performed 

during the Christmas season and the St John cycle. It is accompanied by viola, guitar, 

cavaquinnho, accordion, piccolo, fife, clarinet, fiddle and percussion instruments. 

Singers include a female chorus and female soloists. 
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caboclinhos. A Carnival group characteristic of Northeast Brazil, in which dancers 

dress as native Indians and sing their stories of the time of the discovery of Brazil by 

the Europeans. 

caixa-de-guerra. Brazilian percussion instrument of African origin, consisting of a 

small snare drum taller than the tarol, played with two sticks. Also called caixa-clara. 

candomble. Brazilian ritualistic fetish cult of African origin characterized by a ceremony 

based on singing accompanied by percussion instruments. The berimbau is the 

principal instrument of the ensemble, setting the tone for the capoeira dancers with the 

tempo, style, and quality of the music. The repertoire consists of short songs with a 

strong rhythmic character, with the goal of reaching a trance-like state. The candomble 

is held in places called terreiros. 

cantiga. A generic term usually applied to sentimental songs based on poems concerning 

matters pertaining to the common people, such as love, religious popular beliefs, and 

historical facts. 

cantiga de cego. A song that blind beggars in the streets and markets in Northeast 

Brazil sing. It has a monotonous and improvisatory character, and may be 

accompanied by an instrument which is usually played by the same person. 

capoeira. A type of combat brought to Brazil by slaves from Angola. In the nineteenth 

century, it was used for personal defense by the slaves and poor people, but in recent 

times it is transformed into a mixture of choreography, dance, and combat. It requires 

much agility and flexibility from the performers. It is always accompanied by music, 

with a specific repertoire of short songs. The singing alternates between a soloist and a 

choir, accompanied by percussion instruments, berimbau, ganzd, and reco-reco. 

caterete. Brazilian popular semi-religious dance of Indian origin. It was used for 

conversion purposes by the Jesuits in the sixteenth century. The dancers divide up in 

two lines, men altemating with women, or men on one side and women on the other. 

Dancers clap and stamp their feet on the floor. Two musicians accompany them 

playing viola, singing, and also leading the dance. The songs are narrative in character, 

always in parallel thirds and most of the time in a duple meter, with frequent 

syncopated figures or triplets. 

cavaquinho. Brazilian stringed instrument of Pormguese origin. It has four strings 

usually tuned on D-G-B-D and played with a pick. It is shaped as a small guitar. It is 
common in choro ensemble groups. 

cego. Blind. 
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choro. A generic term applied to an ensemble instrumental group popular in Brazil in the 

nineteenth century, consisting of one soloist and accompanying instruments. There is a 

predominance of wind instruments as soloists (flute, clarinet, saxophone) accompanied 

by stringed instruments, guitar and cavaquinho. The term is also applied to the music 

played by these groups, which acquired virtuosic instrumental character around 1900. 

cirandas. Brazilian children's round-dance of Portuguese origin. 

cicio. Cycle. 

coco. Traditional folk music from Northeast Brazil, characterized by a dialogue between 

soloist and choir, treated in juxtaposition and antiphonal dialogue. It is accompanied by 

percussion instruments, bands clapping, and may be choreographed or not. The 

general characteristics of the coco songs are duple meters, syncopations, and freedom 

of tempo and rhythm. It is usually named after the accompanying instrument: coco-de-

ganzd, coco-de-mungongue, etc. 

coqueiros. Singers of coco. 

frevo. Instrumental dance originated in Recife (PE, Brazil) at the beginning of this 

century, derived from the marchas common in the South of Brazil. It is danced in the 

streets by the crowds, and it is characterized by a fast tempo, syncopations, and heavily 

marked binary meter. The crowds are accompanied by instrumental bands with many 

wind instruments. The choreography, called porjof, is very elaborate. 

ganz^ Brazilian popular percussion instrument usually appearing as a two-headed metal 

shaker, played one in each hand. The term also designates a type of wooden scraper. 
Also called canm. 

gongue. Brazilian popular instrument of African origin consisting of an iron single bell, 

which is struck with a metal rod. The term is also used in the state of Rio Gremde do 

Norte to designate a small drum used in accompaniment of folk dances. Also called 
mungongue. 

lundu. Brazilian urban dance with African influences, originated in the eighteenth 

century. For the choreography, a pair of solo dancers go the center of the group who 

stand in a circle. The music is sung accompanied by string instruments, usually 

guitars. 

maracatu. Brazilian dance-procession of black religious origin. It is popular specially in 

the state of Pemambuco, in the northeast of Brazil. An organized group parades on the 

streets singing and dancing, with the singing alternating between a soloist and the 

choir. The crowd is led by several characters: a king, a queen, princes, dames. 
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ambassadors, and dancers dressed with costumes firom Bahia state. The 

accompanying ensemble includes various percussion instruments including the agogo, 

in a polyrhythmic texture with systematic ^copations. 

marcante. The principal zabumba in the maracatu ensemble. 

marcha. Brazilian carnival music with a joyful and playful character. It originated at the 

end of the nineteenth century, and became popular specially in Rio de Janeiro in the 

1920s. It has duple meter and predominance of singing, accompanied by guitars and 

percussion instruments. 

maxixe. Brazilian urban dance influenced by European polka, Cuban habanera, and 

Afiro-Brazilian rhythms. It was very popular in the nineteenth century. The 

choreography is very elaborate. It was called tango by the end of the nineteenth 

century. 

modinha. Brazilian art song ofPortuguese origin with influences firom the Italian aria. It 

originated in the eighteenth century, and became popular in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. It has a sentimental character, and the accompaniment is played by guitar or 

piano. 

nau catarineta. Brazilian dramatic dance of Pormguese origin, based on stories about 

the stmggles of the Portuguese in their boat trips across the Adantic Ocean in the period 

of maritime exploration. It originated in the beginning of eighteenth century. It is 

performed in rural areas in the northem and south-central regions of the country. The 

accompanying instruments are percussion and fiddles, and the singing altemates 

between soloists and chorus. Also called marujada, cheganga, or cheganga de marujos. 

nordestino. Northeastern. 

pandeiro. A tambourine-like instrument, with six to ten pairs of jingles fixed so that 

there is a very short ring sound. The shell is usually wooden. 

passes. Frevo's elaborate choreography. 

ponteado. Descending chromatic line played on the guitar in Brazilian popular 

ensembles. 

repique. Snare drum. 

samba. Brazilian dance of Afirican origin. It originated as a folk dance but it was 

replaced by the urban samba in most parts of the country. In its original folk character 

it includes many varieties, such as samba de roda, samba campimiro, and samba-lengo. 

The singing usually altemates between soloist and choir. The accompanying 

instruments vary, but percussion instruments are always predominant, marking strong 
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beats of the binaiy measiue; this is combined with a rich poiyrhythmic texture fiill of 

syncopations and cross-accents. 

samba matuto. Dance of Northeast Brazil, derived fix>m the maracatu. 

tango brasileiro [Brazilian tango]. Brazilian urban dance derived from the maxixe. 

The genre was developed by Brazilian composer Ernesto Nazareth (1863-1934) who 

composed more than eighty tangos brasileiros for piano solo. Their general 

characteristics are instrumental character, AABBACCA form, a jojrftil and elegant style, 

and the rhythmic accompaniment figure of dotted 8th, 16th, 8th, 8th-notes. 

tarol. A piccolo snare drum of European origin. It has four coiled wire snares and it is 

often held by the left arm. Two snare drumsticks are used with the right hand playing 

the accents and the left hand adding altemating buzz rolls. It is used to accompany 

maracatu performances in the Brazilian state of Pemambuco. 

terreiros. Open spaces beside houses where the candomble ceremonies are held. 

toada. Brazilian popular musical genre, in general a melancholy, sentimental and slow 

song. The lyrics are based on short poems with a refrain, and the melodies are simple, 

usually sung in parallel thirds. 

trova. Brazilian popular lyric composition with no specific structural form. It is in 

general of a more incisive character if compared with the toadas, which are slower and 
more melancholic. 

viola. A type of guitar with five double strings made of wire or steel. The most common 

size is somewhat smaller than the Spanish classical guitar. There are many different 

tunings used. 

zabumba. A large bass drum with both openings covered. It is played with a leather 

covered stick in the right hand and a thin stick played on the rim in the left hand. It is 

used to accompany several dances in the Northeast of Brazil, such as maracatu, rural 

samba, congada, and baiao. Also called caixa-grande, tambor grande, bombo, bumba, 

bumbo, and ze-pereira. 

zambe. Brazilian popular percussion instrument of African origin, consisting of a drum 
played with the hands. 
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